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11118 Siory Com-erne a Ceriliin Man
in Fulto•
0. Ai( TOR I A VENDER
Ii not infrequently happens
that a young man, going Out
in the world to fight the battle
of life, becomes discoaraged,
grows weak-hearted and vows
il fear bevause he timk his
path iniexpectedly beset with
the mere appVarance of that
seeming insuperable power—
the power of adversity'. And
y et how often, ill the later
years. the golden opportunity
having come and gone, does lie
remark to himself, in a sense
of Saline:4M. '''fit, late, too late.
If I had but known, if I had
but known. It was wit a real-
ity, if was only a shadow."
Again: Occasionally one the
molI' fortunate finds himself
standing at the threshold of
victory. But over its portal he
cannot pass. Not because the
Passing is impossible. But be-
cause he himself has failed to
build up. by the sheer power
'if pers.. v,,railee. itself, that
great it out of which
must come that last despeaate
effort that is so essential and
here:Citify to suecess.plany are
they who have istruggkai brave-
ly, but to little purpose. They
are many too, who, not because
of adveraity, but in spite of it,
have pushed themselves to the
frunt in the lace of circum-
stances the most trying, condi-
tions the most exacting.
But it may be questioned if
ever the path of the future has
held in store such biting hard-
ships as it did for him, who, in
the year 1/465, landed at the
It of No York, just at the
close of the Civil war. Born
tn Berlin, Germany. ha was
• 
true son of the Fatherland.
And with the consciousness of
his filial duties indelibly stamp-
ed upon his heart, he ever
stood ready to meet the re-
quirements of his sacred obli-
gation. But there were other
necessities about which his
mind was often agitated. There
was the desire to accumulate.
He wished to own something.
II is youthful brain had been set
lilt fire by the cravings of a
yearning heart. He had be-
 
 
come ambitious. But how was
41.
Trade With 1! ionic Industries and Nh,t1,,,( ...1;r1 11,t%iillyietlter Town
FlUlArlit)N A_DN71
;ales 1Ali, I  1 1  
Vol. I No. S
What is the Chamber
of Commcrce?
The I haitibei of Commerce
the voice of the e it V.
It tercets the ideals of Jo.
, omit:unity.
a•s ilie aspirainin
of the pimple.
It tia‘ es direction to the aims
of the Citizenship.
It combines the efforts of
those who think in terms of
reilaces unarganizial eli.
menta to an organized unit.
It speaks in defense of the
good name of the city.
It defends the city again.1
t 114. traducer.
It is the spotlight t hat reveals
acti‘aties that are ‘vortliy.
It pleads in behalf of the
It i HIV center of Worth
While effierpriSe.
It c the magnet that draws
I he Oki !Side \Vorld to your rnidat.
It is the clearing house of
civic pride.
It is lilt. poWer holNe of prOg-
reSA.
It is a composite picture of a
city as its citizenship would
have it.
FULTON CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
Chamber of Commen e mem-
bers and the citizens of Fulton
should be proud of the things arry in stook one of the largest asi-:r
tments of caskets and
accomplished by that organi-
zation ,iticc the present officer- 
1:irial ribes (_..f any firm in this Sec on of coun
try, and maIntan
took charge al its destinies last Ai :::play roms which 
would ba a credit to any city. i.a.r
February. AI that time theY
eleeted Mr. A. G. Baldridge 
only experienc'ed embalmers and undertak
ers with la:,
presnlent. with Joe Browder as who 
know how to care for your loved ones when
VIII president and 1 M Nit. moot. Ambulance service
, any time, any where. Cur motor hearses
gent secretary and treasurer.
Under thisir guidanee the 
are the m)::', modern and imprlyecinmodels.
we ..ea,n_Jiar,,ogg-44(41.6.- -
Therefore we are in a
Chamber hag accomplished al- ........:-.aia441143iti9.13 
—to serve y9,4011m6,Y*:iip.14-itifrp. 
.on
number of creditable things for! 
, , , .......,a4i.-4. , .a...,,
us. 
/ 
I 0 0
the good of Fulton, and has Yours very truly,
started it linnther of othera that
will ultimately be for the good
Ill the community.
• One of the first official acts
of President Baldridge was to 
I . A. Winstead. Manager: S. P. Ethridge, P. ( . Jones,
appoint the following commit- 
Li it Horn heak, Clay Taylor, Funeral Directors.
tees:
Mrs. .1. C. Yates, lady assistant.
Road ('ommittee; J. I). Day-
iP. 3 ne Browder, Leslie Weaks
and Lon Pickle; Agricultural
Committee; Enatch Browder, .1.
('. Braun and E. A. Thompson;
Freight Rate Committee: W. B.
Butt, 11. F. McGinnis and 1'. .1.
H., t„ spend this ambition to be realized'?
Kramer: Publicity: linvt notwithstanding that the emu- 
chins. its distance from ..:. trying to compoa. a lei ter 
le day for Madisov
Moire. Clarence Pickering and mittee called a meeting, !mar hosp
ital where adequate , r- send to an old frieial. That 1- il..• 
holidays wita her p.ircnts. W as it possible tor a young man
H. A. Coulon ; Ehtertainment. Dukedom and took over fifty
 of vice can be obtained with" it .1 a big job ola, to %%rite a tette! Mr 
aleGinnis wi,11 :sol.:4.;:lt4s1 tilit4t. ‘1)*Iit :stlt(;gutestua.hni(cl:har,I.domlaecskifnrgomthaat
Paul llornbeak, J. T. Grigg and Ftilton's citizens with it to show ',mg jOnrney by rail, 
that is with a a2 7..00 Christ- ho.idays with his
Ramsey Snow. the Inikedomitea that Fulton Taken all 
together. Presidew mas gift. Lima. 
Ohia.
k it 
great
lytiliig iiittami  Berlin.Y'to  acth:t"Iii)let
a All of these cammittoes have meant business and was sincere Ba
ldridge has done fine ‘‘..ris. Mrs. Murl Jon,- hreived a 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Pennelia..-
done good work, butt the in its efforts to gaNe them an 
and the people of Fulton arc beautiful Christmas present l
ast er II' iii! ta *10 nil Christmas trentelY conservative c
ity of
Frederick the Great? Could
Freight. Rate Committee seems millet far their produce and to ind
ebted ti i hint and his co- week from some ore »ho darts 
wit h hame folks.
M;... v,„iet Al,..eam ha is it be expected that one of
 the
to have borne of( - .. palm. as enable them to come here for workers
 for their efforts to ma- not intend for itel• : , gi: oet•
it has had a much better opium- their trailing. mote the w
elfare of the . it• Glen Moore. bei:er k
rawn spcnding Christmas with her bap
ermittedrri1,s (t)if)
break "b)41.1yladinbde the 
tunity to do things than the oth- Another work that the ('ham- anti surrounding c
ountry. as Pete. has returned hi his daughte
r in Paducah,
work from a
 
few day.: imiess,. 1,,a us wish you all a 
merry Prussian autocracy? Impossi-
ers. Due to their efforts to ad- her did was to assist the ('ity
just rates on freight id all kinds Fathers in their attempt to re- 
Did you gettaught up. Gin e ? ' Ch m adi istas n a happy
 New di ! Impossibla!
coming to Fulton were placed li u nnct. the fire ins ra ce rates. Cigar Factory News MISS Evit.Elan, i- il! his Year. 
II was while walking down
before the Interstate Corn- 'Uhl Whitt' these efforts have 
hweek. We hope se I- .,...,. Ii Mrs. Justine Nanny an
d Mrs. the streets of the German cap-
merce Commission, and there not been entirely successful. Mrs. Willie 
Linscn spent last be back with us soan. 
Nell Williams can't decide itat mu. night that he ponder
ed
seems to be a very strong prof,- there is hope that before long Sunday visiting in 
Martin. Misses Wilma Til..• and
 .it's- what they want Chriatmaa, so these questions again a
nd
ability that Fulton will, before our rates will be 
considerably Mrs. Ruth Easley visited hear she Turner spent Ia
.! Slmilav will hang up their stockings again. 
Time after time he
.
long, be enjoying a reduction less than at present. Crutchfield Sunday afte
rn-on.' decorating their room and and have it t
o Santa. w tild mutter li, himself, as he
of these charges. The Chamber has gmw on Mr. McGinnis spent 
a few hanging up stock.ngs for San- 
If y iiu noticed our transfer slowly went on his way, "There
The Agriculture Committee recard as tharoughly endorsing hours in Martin 
Sunday. Ni ta Claus. 
man, Mr. B. J. Williams and is nothing here for me—there
has made several efforts to as the Dark Tobacco Growers Co- widider he was s
hilling his car Miss Clara (Swifty) gave as h
is busy crew last Friday haul- is not here for me. I sha
ll
sist in the securing of a cum- operative Association and has Sundae' morning. We 
%%madam a few solos Wadnesday iii' ii in
g cigars from the plant, you go to America. anti there I will
petent County Agent and in the cooperated in every movement h 
wondered where be free. There I can work,
reorganization of thu Farm Bu- for its advancement. tin, 
woat the attraction is in Mar- ing and we are 
all ean'..orial would have
now that she has a wmiderral . the I 00,000 were g
oing and SaVe, and in the days to come
reau. though, due to the lack Its Advertising Committee Martin seemed to 
be quite a voice, 
what community would ever shall be a rich man. "0 Bre-
of support of the farming cum- has been the means of saving popular place Sulid
ay for Ful-• Mrs. Seay spent the
 week smoke that amount. but if you men. Bremen." he suddenly r
e-
munity. this movement has not something like a thousand dol- ton p
eople as misses
 
Mars' Kate end with home folks in Clint
an. had known they were all Chan- marked, as he stoppe
d and gaz-
been entirely successful so far. lars for the merchant,: of Ful- and Pearl Pewitt,
 mo,,,,oe She intends to sp
end Christmas cellors, you would not have ed longingly in the dire
ction of
that free. free city. ''it' I could
Possibly next spring may See ton through declining to rec- Jones and Charlie Sc
arbr ough, in Martin. 
wondered.
Fulton county supplied with a ommend outside advertising Clem Lenglesen, Ro
ger Kirk- Mrs. Ruth Easle
y received in- The Chancellor is the lead- but reach thee—if I
 could but
first class county agent, and schemes that would iiii little land were, se
en motoring i f, t hat formation from her brother. m
g brand Thanufaetured at this reach thee!" '
taking advantage of his teell. a considerable amount of mull- 
Roy Flicks from Detroit. stating Branch and the 
sltipitsue,t,iltic 
tit lung 
li,:i7,,,,,:itiii.i.tic.kh,rn.hle7
he u i e t  reachedop.
The hour of midnight had
the farmers supporting and good to the merchants and take 
direction.
Meal kmiwledge. 
Mrs. Abernatha spent the he would 
arrive home Salim- ii 00.000 last Erifi
a-
ey out of Fulton. And in this week end with he &mover
 in day night to spend the holi- many that are
 made to our var-
The Road committee has connection it nmst be remem- pa
aucah. days. 
huts shipping points. ening the door, he strode up the
pied of all as it has done aplen- saves nit) on his advertising girls took a chance with 
fate eel a le
Quite a few of the factory Mis
s Rena Covington receiv-
Mrs. Pearl Bell The choicest Candies in hall- the hush of a moving
 spirit.
stairs and into his room with
probably been t he most onew be red that when a inprell a nt
did work in boosting the Ful- account, he is in a positiiin
 to and triedthe airplane. All re- Wor
kman. Pearl .says she is day boxes, at Bennett's
 Drutt or frtim g Om e within his meager den,
ton-Hickman Highway. tumour- make better price:, to his 
ens- ported a fine trip and were able 
enjoying the ocean meezes and St lie. 3t he threw himself
 d own in an
aging the fiscal court in its ef- tomers. as some one has 
to pay to walk when they reached the sends regar
ds to all. Pearl was 
old, broken chair, and gave
forts to get the work started. for the advertising. earth again. 
one of our valued employes anit Place your order 
now for vents to feelings which only a
endorsing the survey made by A hospital for Fulton is an- Miss Esther 
 is we were sorry when her lam- that big Fruit Cake w
ith Horn- It hours before had agitated
3t his Simi to a point of violence.
•ipendi ng quite a lot of her time i13' 
moved to California. beak Bros. Bakery.
its engirmers and in every way other of its ii tell and 
one .
aiding the effort of ts he author th:tt - will ultimtae ly 
We wish to thank Mr. Wil- Il
ere for many moments he re
it 
visiting her brothers in Rice 
'A
to get the work started, true," as it has been demon- 
hams of the Fulton Advertiser, Try WILD'S FAVORITE
 Soap. mained in deep silence, as he
vine lately. What's th' matter
Another effort of this corn- strated that towns small
er than Esther, cuttin"spenses? 
for the nice write tin he gave Gets Grease, Oil and Paint. Use again 
and again rolled over in
ntittee was that of getting the Fulton can and do support such One of 
our young lady em- us week 
before Li-I. Vii' girls no water. Ask your dealer for his brain the many
 problems
road between Fulton and Duke- institutions. Fulton has many ploves was 
to be married last had wonder
ed it our own pa- it. facing him. Now he
 slowly
don) put in condition for travel desirable features for the ham- Sunday but her fian
ce lost the Pera had 
forgaitten we had a anise, and pulling off his coat.
factory. We are quite proud Hand us a dollar bill and stepped over
 to his bed on
this winter. but its work Wm+ tion of a hospital such as rail- license. get your nam
e on the Advertis- which he laid down to rest. But
nullified by the indifference of road connections, climate. fine Miss Ola M
ae _____   is 01 it•
tho farmers along the route,. water, many competent physi- spending her 
leisure hours in Miss Eth
el Collins left Sun- er list aa a regular, suLacriber. I Continued ea page 21
I. A ii I N!..;1 till
JuroN, DECI..‘111E1( 23, 1924
W I N4TEA1) &• .1( )N
W A
E ba I m rs a 11 d -F (d ra I I) i re( o rs
Motior Faluipment, Steel Vaults, Casheis, Burial Siiiis and 1)rev,i-,
Ambulance Service Day and Night
cumbi.iia., I.„ It ii
!
. I .
TO TILE PiThLIC:
Since entering the Hariware business many (.f you
underi. tand that I am still engaged in the Unde
rlaLLg its-
ness too. ln fact for the past 14 y 
i,art my
time has been given to Embalming and . 
wrk.
Pflr y,r,ars I was associated with Joe Wade & Co.,
 Rice Kirnilure
Co., HornLeak Furniture and Undertaking Co., all of
 wh n, I am
proud to say, conducted the Undertaking delartm
ent of tLeir
iness ( i the highest plane, and of which i was in char
, . I am
n -on assciated with the firm of Wirn!tnad &
 jones, ant wIth my
p.;!.7%; Or experience I am better prer,red and 
capable
yuu the bei.t possible service to to r(rd(rcd by an kn(1,•rUlk(
or.
VA:en I taH( my examination for Kentuc.;-y and Tenn
es:-,.e 1;flense fur
em%bIming and general.durertaker's sr gra
de wa A 1.
The firm I am ncw associate. Winster:d jor.(.s,
P. (t
K. S. Williams, Publisher
"A GENTLEMAN OF THE
EARLY DAYS"
"A GENTLEMAN OF THE ed up into the face of the off'.
EARLY DAYS" tom with a motherly appeal, but
------ without his still beieg able to
fe.re lee, 1 i speak.
"Look! look ! loot !" shout•
euddenly, as if t telently NO- again demanded the Adminis-
i mete he sprang to his feet, ex- trator, "and epeak that your
claiming. "Passport ! passport !! business may be known, or you
it is not It, In' thought of. They shall soon be in the clutches of
will ill'Vt.1* giVe me One. And i ow i„we.
then t here is t hi. army! 0, how ; As the thunder of this ad.
can I escape it? 0., how can I ; monition fell heavily upon his
escape a? 0 Bremen, Bre- • ears, the young Jew again look-
men," ht. mournfully cried out, ed his master in the face. But
as he paced up and down his he was a pitiful sight indeed to
room in the despair of agony, I behold. The pale r of his ex-
"If I could but reach thee—it ffession had gone many, many
I could but reach thee!" . : shades beyond that of death it -
The Administrator of the ot:' self. His eyes wabbled in hie
lice of passports for the city ot head. And his whole body, ati
Berlin was at his desk on the it, agitated by a sudden convul-
following morning as usual. It :sion, shook terribly.
was yet early, not even the gen- d "Look! look! look!" shout-
eral clerk hire having come! ed the Administrator, as he
itown Settecely had he taken /mimeo his finger at him, and
his seat and begun a careful advanced a. step or two nearer
perusal of the previous day's to the unfortunate fellow, "he
oork when he heard a tow is mad! he is mad! Away with
knock at his door. Knowing him! Away with hint! Call an
that the hour for the business officer of the law! Call an of-
of the day had not yet arrived, eker of the law! I shall have
he gave it little heed. Again nothing furtheir to do with
the knock was heard. This time
to a degree a little more pro-
nounced. Curious to know who
could be the person calling so
early in the morning, he order- the verge of retracing his steps
ed the door to be opened. len- to his desk when his assistant
mediately his assistant did so. loudly called after him, "He
Bat he no soorer had complied, speaks! he speaks! he speaks!"
with his superior's command "Who speaks?" demanded
than ho growled forth in tones, the Administrator.
terrible, "What in the world, "The Jew! Thu Jew! The
fellow, are you doing here at Jew!" returned his assistant,
this time of day? What can be "the Jew speaks."
your business? What! a Ger- "Then let us hear what he
man citizen, and you do not has to say," replied the Adman-
know the hours of his Majesty's istrator, as he turned and again
important office.. the Office of faced the Jew. "Speak up, man,
Passports?" speak up, man." he quickly de-
The young man, embarrass- mantled," in order that wt. may
cei as he was, made haste with be the better informed.'
a genuflection that would have -Ma—mu—ma it please your
done credit to a Spanish Cava- high lordship." tremblingly
her, and rising. was at the point epoke the Jew,' a poor son of
of speaking. when suddenly, as Israel, poor, poor, poor as a
if coming out of a lion's den, scrawny worm, wishes it pase-
a deep, harsh. overpowering port to Bremen."
voice that compared not unfa- "In the name of all creation,
vorably with that of a conven- and all of the saints included,"
tional orator, was heard to say, cried the Administrator, as he
"Who may it be? What can be with difficulty repressed his
his business?" laughter, "what means this
"Come my lord, come and man? A passport to Bremen!
see. It is a Jew," replied his Ah! Ah! I understand. I under-
assistant. stand! He wishes to flee the
"A Jew! a Jew!" screamed arnee-beti-eeleieeleee, to flee----the
the Administrator, as he strode army! kdeseette.! A deserter!
towards the door in the expect- A wretched deserter! Away
it 
ancy of looking at something; with him to prison! Away with
worse than a wild animal, "can him to prison!" he ordered, as
it be possible. In the name of, he waved his arms frantically.
Babarossa." he continued. hay- • Having spoken his last word,
ing reached the portal and eye- the Administrator made haste
ing him critically. "look you to return to his desk.
-straight. man, and say what is But scarcely had he passed
your mission. What matter: from before the door when the
could have brought you here distressing cry "help," "help,"
so early in the day?" "help,' burst upon his ears.
The young Jew, pale and Immediately he hastened in
trembling. stood before his the direction in which the sound
master perfectly helpless, had come. Lying on the ground
Speak, though he would. epeak, with his assistaat bent over
yet he. could not. his tongue him, was the poor Jew, as pale
hat ing suddenly become pars- as death.
lyzed. Now be began to pull! Scared out of his wits, and
ei, his hat, which, in itself. was, not knowing what to do, he be-
a bad one. Unable longer te . gait calling aloud, as he pulled
look the Administrator in the 'back the door to its full ex-
face, he east his eyes down- tent. "Quick, man, quick, and
ward. not knotting what to de. bring him in. Is he dead? II he
"Speak." again cried om the dead?"
mamier, as he ?tamped the floor! "Dead he is, I do believe,'
with his foot. "speak and make. replied his assistant, as he
known your mission." , worked over him heroically.
The poor, young Jew. half: i 
"What!' shouted the Admin-
"dead from fright, and hardly' ' etrator • a dead Jew on me
, hand Never! Never!"conscious of hie existence. loon- • •ee 
Soon they had the poor Jew
billiardst
game
-
THE busy businessman will find billiards
not only a fascinating
game but a means of
"keeping fit" with Oat
giving up too much of
his precious time.
Visit our toonis. Sc,
the excellence of otir
equinment. Note the
courtei,us service that we
have provided for you.
And, above all, fed the
sfuict attnospheee of re-
finement that is re,pon-
idble for the claw of
patronage we enjoy.
W. L. Kinney
442 Lake St. Fulton
Having delivered himself of
this terrible investice, the mas-
ter turned about and was on
. in the office on a table. Over
his stricken body the Adminis-
trator and his assistant werkee
like two Trojaes.
"Is he dead? Is he dead? e
again called out the officer, a -
great drops of perspiration rot]
, ed off his forehead.
"If he is not, he soon will be,"
answered his assistant. "I can
S ,nse but little life."
"In the name of Moses!" the
Administrator cried out, as he
got down on his knees and be-
gan rubbing the ,Jew's face.
"Speak man! speak! and d
not die! Call on his fathers .
Call on his fathers!" he di•
mended of his assistant. "call
on his fathers! A Jew is never
lost. 0 Abraham! 0 Isaac! 0,
Jacob!" he continued, working
furiously. "0—who are the
others, assistant, who are the
others? Quick man, quick! who
are the others? For the love of
God!" he shouted, "who are
the oth—, 0, the saints of j -
ru sal em 0, the hosts of En-
och." he hastily went on, en,
able to wait rm. an swer. "0—e*
the Jew groaned. "There'
there! there!" the Jew slightly
moved. "Life! life! life! 0--
God" he called out, complete-
ly exhausted, "he Thou praised
—and the Jew be damned.' eefeeeeeeeee,..,..i e.:.
FULTON A IWFRTISER
It Wait bid It 111011101t$
1111W Until Olt' .it.W was Son113-
‘Vititt at hiniiiell• Slowly he be-
gitii to speak, but not any tote
coherently. Now he arose, and
was in tke act of takinglhis de-
parture when the Ailmmistrit•
tor quickly stepped tip by his
side and remarked. "Hold man,
hold!"
"Hold." replied the Jew, its
it' sudeleill n!viveil. "what fur-
ther business has it poor Jett
here. his only request haviee
been denied?"
(Cele blued ill next issue)
DIRECTORS TOLD NOT TO
SPEAK AGAINST P001
Restraining Order Ago 1,1
Rudy and Stuart Issued
By Judge Hurst
Owonsbore, Ky., Judge ee,
thirst of Bcattyville, designat
by the governor to preside
the trial of the injumee
sought by the Dark Toba,
Growers' Cooperative Asse,
tion against George II. It!
end Robert M. Stuart, Dave
county directors of the assoce,
tjolt, and against several pre.
inent members of the asso
tion in Daviese county, to ,
strain them from selling tobac-
co except through the pool and
against the foul loose leaf to,
bacco warehouses to restrain
them from selling pooled tobac-
co, and against Rudy and Stu-
art tic prevent them from en-
couraging disloyalty to the
pool. rendered his decision late-
Tuesday afternoon.
The court enjoined Rudy and
Stuart from uttering speeches
or writing articles tending to
injure the association or in ape
way to destroy the good will of
the association. This, tle
judge says in his opinion, dee,
not restrain them from ache-
eating their views on the pr
em' method of handling the le-
bacco, either before the asso-
ciation meetings or before any
meeting of association men i n
this county, or to interfere
with their rights as citizens to
assemble together for the cee!
molt good and of applying •
these invested with the pow , •
of government for reciteeej ccl
grievances. -- .--1--"ere1 4
The court enjoined the loose
leaf warehouses from knowing-
ly receiving or selling any to-
bacco owned by a member of
the association and directs that
the managers of the ware-
houses shall exercise due cau-
tion, and to post in typewrit-
ten form the full names and
postoffice addresses of the
owner and producer of the to-
bacco at least 30 Minutt be-
fore tilttflle is sold,
The court refused to en-
join Rudy, Stuart and oth-
er named defendants from (his:
posing of their tobacco except
through the pool sources, de-
claring that evidence failed to
indicate any such purpose on
the defendants.
While not definitely determ-
ined. it is the opinion that the
case will not be appealed.
The association was repre-
sented by Attorneys Abe D.
Waldauer of Memphis. Walter
F. Lynch, of Chicago and 1,. P.
Tanner. of Owensboro.
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Emory Johnson's Mighty Motion Picture.
Story by Emilie Johnson
Never before have your eyes beheld such a mighty spectacle of human emo-
tions—the undying love and courage of a mother—the hope and faith of a father—
the heroism of a son tried in the flames of the World War--the sweet goodness of
his sweetheart—all merged and blended amid the sweep and surge of the greatest
human stiory ever told!
Critics everywhere acclaim it as one of the mighties human dramas of all times.
Starring Mary Carr and Johnnie Walker
together as mother and Son for the first time since their memorable
triumph in "Over the I lill"
()RE)11F,IIP4 Prii: \TRIP
Wednesda:$ and Thnrsdal , & 251
Itrie.V.1146.V.Wliftar 
s,-za ”1" sivris,rir- neez•Asixt,,,,&xx
Everything to 1)1-‘„ -s-up a Man
and mak() him fool
his bC.Si on C1hrislinas.
his is a man's store and when you buy gifts here you know
they have been especially selected to please. Of course we
could enumerate the hundreds of things we have for gifts,
but would prefer you coming and looking over the stock
and let us assist you in making a selection.
We have never displayed a Handsomer lineof
Ties, Handkerchiefs, Shirts, Sox, Pajamas,
Collars, Sweaters, Top Coats, Shoes,
Heavy Overcoats, Suits, Etc., Etc.
You will find what HE wants here.
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11,t1 I Hi tilt' p.1101141% hilt1111, ington ? At what hours V1,.•di) An engagement of great in- 4.s.
they run? terest to citizens of Fulton, ++
The newspapers are advising that of Miss Katherine PaschallWAKE UP To YOUR OPPOR- people going to New Orleans to of Dallas, Texas, to Royle Ab-
TUNITIES. cross the Missouri at Cairo. bott ot"fampa. Florida, which
Are the roads most better that was announced by the bride-to-
At the recent Mississippi way? Enough to warrant a he's mother, Mrs. Dora Pas-
,s Valley Highway conference considerable increase in mile- chit II Id Dallas. The marriageheld in Fulton WIC of the speak- age East Mississippi? Is there will take place on Christmas
+4ers told his hearers that the GALY TWO WAKE UP. a Day. Mr. and Mrs. Abbott will s4
uncompleted section of this a way to cross back at Colton- make their home in Tampa,
great north and south route bus, Ky.? How often does the Florida, after January the first.
through northern Tennessee ferry run across the Mississippi Miss Paschall has visited in
toand southern Kentucky was at Cairo? F'ulton frequently, as the guest i•known to tourists as the "Mud If this will cause you much of her aunts, Mrs. James Stowe
Division" and expressed the trouble just forget it. Thank- and Mrs. 'I'. M. Franklin.hope that the time would not ing you for your courtesy and Mr. Abbot, who is connectedbe long till the stigma would wishing you a pleasant Christ- with the Southern Utilities Co.,be removed. mas,! ant, is 8 graduate of the University "
In order to do this the eiti- Yours. of Maim, and is a member of
zens along the right of way ad' W. A. EVANS." Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. 
•this thoroughfare must be And Here's the Reply: , 3.4awakened to the benefits that ',:The only trouble that it will LOST GLOVES AT THIS
will acme to the various corn- cause Dr. Grinstead to give the ++OFFICE
munities through which it runs, information, is the trouble of
and shown the loss to them if spirit to state that the people of If the lady who left her
some tat her north and south Western Kentucky care so lit- gloves at The Advertiser office
route is completed before the Ile for highways that they are while selecting Christmas cardsM. V. H. is finished, contented to remain in the mud will call, she can get her gloves.
Tennessee authorities have and let Missouri get all of the
about completed arrangements travel that should go down JUST AMONG HOME FOLKS
•\ for the financing their part of through Wickliffe, Arlington. 
---
the uncompleted section, and Bardwell, Clinton." Local Items' Old Number flthe people of Kentucky must Isn't that a lovely picture to Four is dead... He had served 44be galvanized into action so be sent out regarding Western us long and loyal... He had 4-1that western Kentucky %vire not Ketucky? Not so many years never faltered none though the rlit, cut oft from the financial ago, in Kentucky such a state- task might be hard, the road
and advertising benefits that merit would have called for long, the hill steep, the wea-
w ill follow from the influx tat "Cot fee and pistols for two" ther bad...11e worked unworn- ++tourists going north and south but as far as the writer knows, plaining when his three corn-
every spring. summer and fall, it has called forth no reply panions flickered out or wentThe newspapers all over the from the interested communi- on vacations... He was on the
country are publishing details ties. job. day or night, hot or cold
of new routes being planned The Mississippi Valley High- ...What killed him was dis-tal. improved, and Florida and way Association stands ready gust ...The end came when hethe Gulf cities are making and anxious to assist any corn- was passing over a so-called
strenous efforts to complete mutiny along the route to get street leading into New Al-
roads that will connect up with up emhusiasm and action by its batty ...The meanest streak of
existing tar proposed routes. eitizenA, and all that is needed roadway in the known worldthat will bring them more of to be done lay the public spirit- killed the hest sparkplug wethe money spending auto-tour- ed citizens of these towns and ever had in our old coupe...ists, counties is to write to the of-
Western Kentucky seems to ticers of the Association and
have gone to sleep on the job they will lend every aid possi-
and is letting the almost year- Ho to obtain the desired end.
round tourist trnffie get away A letter to Hon. E. A. Smith.
from It, by its lack of effort to President of the M. V. H. A.,
put through the original pro- at Cairo, Mr. J. Kelly Smith,
gram of the Mississippi Valley vice president, Clinton, Ky., tar
Highway Association to corn- II. S. Stansbury, Secretary for
plete the road in its section. Kentucky. at Fulton, will im-
The Fulton Chamber of Com- mediately bring results and
merece receives many letters help.
4' asking for information as to the Let every public spirited ch.
condition of auto roads through izen of tat' community elect
Fulton and vicinity and in al- himself a committee of tote and
most every instance is compell- get his neighbors interested in
eti to reply that the roads are stopping the loss of the cash
not in a condition to recom- and advertising for his com-
mend themselves to tourists. munity that is now going over
The eitizcos of Fulton have some other and longer route.
made many and valiant efforts
tat better thi, ent!dititql. tht,
BEELERTONother communities through
which the M. V. H. runs have Miss Billie .Goocli. spent lastso far failed to keep step with N1 toile sday night with Ni r. andthe efforts of the other sections Mrs. Angus Guyn.
T
jk tailtailthe "Mud Division," and so he Parent-Teachers' Assam-are losing out on the present .
cia.t ion met at Leelerton schooltraffic, as well as encourging a building last Friday. evening.ot her communities to make A.n interesting and instructivestrong efforts to secure a north
and south route through their Good lhadth program was giv-en by the eighth grade. Anterritory. 
feature of th.e proThe final outcome of thistle- amusinggrain was a ecrackr-e 
-
ating con-lav on the part of the Ken- test in which Mesdames Hoek-t tickr section g o ms is oing It 11105 
man E ,, r0%.rn, Aldridge. Sheer l-that eith the Mi.ssissippi River nto arid( mak, ad Miss AlheScenic Route which runs south klurchinson participated. Mrs.fi-tam Cairo through Missouri. bock.man won.1 the .prize.Mississippi and Louisiana is
-T11
, I i11 11 ,.... ottcrII,:.crIFt I' A an tti.,, ,,iti, , .,,,lth. „.„ to go will by ,, chriAms, ::::_./......... ........................................., ,..,..„..:„.„..,....,,,... +++++++++ ........„„,  
  
to road, „,.,,,,.„„, „„,, ,,,,,„, a, Bee,,,rtot, ,,, -. .......................,........„-:„,„..,..........,.....•......„„:„..++..,..+.•........
,,i,,, and ferries out of Cairo south High school on Tuesday, De- II Iit. 6 %\ 11.1.IAMS •almiat christmas time. cernher 2:1, and on Tuesday a
I do, .,,,,1 Publisher 
1V:int to know about getting evening' al 7:30 a play entitled, it
into Alississippi. Know condi- 'A Fortunate Calamity" will be 4./.
"'I ,1'. -1,.. t. I .1 t, am. I. tions beyond l'orinth, Mis.i, presented by the high school ,1*.T
:.nt..,,,pi,,oi prwe sl.00 per yvar llow are the roads to Clinton pupils. 1: T.
anti Fulton. Ky.? W' here do the
Ap11114:1i1.111 I11 bel.111 III:11k ill VII- fertivs run to o? no ;a ray of I h..ta, 
--
SOCIETY 
—
I'm tin. ',Ithaca! *rn us second Etiii (1„wil ow ri vt.a. !war Arl_ 
----- -
MIAs Eva .I.ay Hicks was thegoing to become so well known guest. of Mass Laudean Bryantto the tourist public that even last 1hursday night.if the M. V. H. is finally cern- Purebred stock or poultry ispleted the other route be 
ant asset to any com.munity andalmost entirely used because it we take pleasure announc-will be known to every auto- •ing that Mrs.. R. W . MyAllistertourist either from pers'onal ex-
perience or through being "ad- and Ildr,z u,d 
u.ouy
the owners ot purebred flocksvertised by its loving friends. 
of clockeus.Every day that the comple-tion of the M. V. H. is delayed .11.1r. 0.sim.an Shelton of De-
means a financial loss to 'the troll, Michigan spending afew days with his parents, Mr.communities of the "Mud Divi- d .Mrs. Mae ;:helt on.sion" and the men who usually anMiss Mit.ry Bushartdirect the efforts of the C0111- 
spent last Slat urday Mayfieldnmnities are either not awake .
±1.
4,
+4
++
ti•
++
++
++
sosWe had detoured Kentucky to 1::
find roads fitten to go a far
piece on them to git to Reel-
foot Lake and then that ssa-cail,
ed street in a stete that
of its roads busted our fsltnitit
friend's heart and soul... 1,Vt•
do not know what the moral is
but New Albany ort to pay the
funeral expenses which corn,
to exactly six-bits • . . We seen
several things that was right in-
teresting...One was a feller
driving a mule to a buckboard
which it had a baby-buggy tied
on behind for a trailer,.. That
was what we called progres-
sive normalcy. • . Then we seen
a old woman pulling a waggin
which was packed with about
several hundred pounds of lug-
gage tied up in fancy oil cloth
...The dust was about three 1
inches deep and the ruts had Fs
ridges on each side of them... :t1
We wanted to ask the old wom- .:1'.
an what was up the roatl that +
would make her willing to pull
that heavy waggin under a
scorching hot sun... But she
looked like a gipsy and if she
was a gipay she was not trying
to get anywhere in particular
...What them people want is
to git away from where they
are at ...The sight of all of that
baggage put us in mind of that
feller in The Virginia which
lowed that a tourist did not
need no baggage but a gaunt and +4.
a rope...Personally we have .1*i
went many a far piece with +
loathing but a safety razor and . 1
a package of cigarettes...Any- .1..i.
way our coupe kicked up be- **
hind and now we have to begin t•t•
life all over again . . . What is IX
left of our engarbtnent is a .%
right sorry looking lot of stuff
that we wish we had put in the tt
suit case instid of leaving it at 1
home when we went away. — :
You know the kind...Shirts +
with the collar button holes ov- f.•
ersized ...Collars that have be- ..
niiirit. ,, ot . gun to split out an inch first *,to the seriousness of the situa- Misses Mau ti' '' ' •
iii
 e'e• cook. Thine time you try to wear them... +.1
Gooch and Lucile Hicks, Mr. What puzzles us is why people 1:
lion or "laying down on the
job" and some way must he John Kirksey and Mr. Leonard let that kind of stuff layaround .I to get some life into their It tart to be sent to theDuke and family spent Satur- ' ' '
Here is an example of what day night and Sunday at the 
church rummage sale for sweet Is,Vt-
systems. 
•
.ac charity's sake... Buy your IX, ",` home of ;11r. and Mrs. Nithe papers have to say ROOM ,z4, 1, spare panes for your square us in the "Mod Division" tak- ''''''"nn*
en from a recent number of the G ily% ns' isillgai:I:itgSaulndal.r':;ighAt nfvial • 'bit)tts'.'is laitItitithn'ihagr(ntlarctial flihalgr't'ill :I:.
stead by De. w.. A. . a .31r: Egbert Nharris of Detroit, +▪ :t.now or stay in after school.
i
noted physician and medical .Apclugan and Mr. Raymond 
X
aishart of St. Louis, Mo., have CHRISTMAS CAKES 
+
+writer of Chicago. This is the t+
letter: returned to sPluld a few daYs Send iu your order now for ..V.;:with relatives aml friends. your CHRISTMAS CAKE. Our ` 1: 7tIChicago Tribune,
. • erine Mobley. 
.Hornboak Bros. Bakery. ame•Hroio•-•••••••+•••••••+•+•++++++++.:-++.++++++++1.s.,‘.++++++++++++++++•+++.444li
Miss Lillian Fay spent last prices are cheaper than you :1Chicago, Dec. 10.
Dear Doctor Grinstead: Tuesday night with Miss Kath- can bake them. Phone 522, i
▪ +
+ +
+
+
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Calling Card
,
Newspaper
Special Care Given All
Engraven work for Wedding
Announcements, Etc. -
a _AL
roir
PROF°, .'` I *CNiia T 17(
,
ny'a pr,rel.
His Complaint
"I say,
vdth sleet It
"1 um. tt ii. _I,. I
three hour. •
It awful-
.,1•41
t too .1 .1411. It
Tow grunted and said: ''It., hnd
It ithOu: t.It aetolhs; hut ws call It •
bittly."-quod hardware.
SLIPPERY
• io you don't like hardwood tin ire
aosl
'No-.'nn Is ao apt to .1,11, )ou
know...
Barberry Bush Foaled
.1-1 rust in 11 • '
Pate the berh.rry st if it.
wit Uncle Ines
who Cm; the ot Ioot.
Using the Club
"Woolen ore ore.t•ores.
Tledr lactetle ct.“11..t, eo," en
tampion,. 111101 to 11..
"Wen," 1,10.1..1 iu irItu. I. Leo
ever toy hire get- hr a 1 ,:1•1 ITer 1
llae I& club."
sa.) I You dcr.-t
"Certainly. I ,e .1th - ••••• •1-
eiretb."- -
They Knou. Your Rusitiess
would do with
Benham -1y, are no
helpful, yell see. !, y4.11 11,1,prl'n
to remember seinething 3' or
own totsine•te., vie; Irate oily 1 e at,l;
thLiu about It and tlie 'el] you
the whole story.
. Satisfactory Progress
The doctor ertere,! the grocery
store. -How's the ch,e,e today" he
salted
"WWI, it's a hit stronger, (lector,"
replied the gi-cer The ProgresslIno
tiroeer.
Relief
"Nfeumin, today ihe teacher mated
me If there were any mere at home
like we."
"And what did he say when you told
hint you wsire the only &Afar
"He nab!. "1 hank heaven:*''
WHY SHE MARRIED
take it hr 4raL5ed inarried
uo, man s1 e so adbilred.'
"Nu -she say, she co...,
endure the I i's of ',stng tar achol:
tion fur him."
The Cheery Heart
Lot th•fr
And gayly Ornilf,
Gave SI. ti, mau w AR, - • mi.
He's puttlag on a tire
-
Our Cheerful Criminals
Judge 00,•1111.))—Yi.ti ..eual nte.I
10 "Tinge. Th's Is your fiftieth eenvie-
dor..
Prisoner-Me gehlen wedding, you
Wei say, yer honor.
Specific
,:er• ••••• for a piece of
rope Like this
dlow eluch it' '('S he want?
"Jost eneagh to run,- It nom the gent
to the fence?"
Too Soon to Tell
qtaol- - Waltet, ire !hes.. kind.
%It'll... fresh?
1 r,itI4o1 ‘1`01•,r - hou't w, sir
Ore Oil ‘,0,1 he',. two heel..
Two Other Folks
Hi'-'--may I -1, ,ser t.
sigh0
,ie, (On ',Neu
-W , 'Lk hi not 14tin
Hies- This Isn't Mabel, either
FULTON ADVERTISER
ei
efore
hristmas':
A
•
•
ND find all the stockit
then turned with a jerk,
And laying his finger aside
of his nose,
And giving a nod, up the
chimney he rose;
He sprang to his sleigh, to his
team gave a whistle,
And away they all flew like
the down of a thistle.
But I heard him exclaim, ere
he drove out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all, and
to all a good night!"
— Cl.,aert Clarke Mane
•
TWAS the night before
Christmas, when all
j% through the house
Not a creature was stirring,
not even a mouse;
The stockings were hung by
the chimney with care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas
soon would be there;
The children were nestled
all snug in their beds,
While visions of sugarplums
danced in their heads.
•
, At:5,11
, 
40-
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The only way you can get your
name on our regular subscription
list is to hand us a dollar. Don't
THINK your name is on the list
when you get a FREE copy.
Two Husbands
::•• 're.t1,11-.• every
worni,a .11,1 • NI he: ro.on."
e. hot TIO alto never
111) 5,,`Itkr111?.1,"
+
Shoe Satisfaction.
a
Kn. LE,
cum Fula.
Durability.
x(iattipss and(htaiity :ire tin.
leatiir(-, (If die I )ST()NIANA.,,
.••;11()14.
S(p1t1
A. W. MORRIS
432 Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
Phone
38
For the best service when in trouble
1- GARAGE
Earle & Taylor, Proprietors.
All Rinds of Repair Work.
Philadelphia Batteries. Federal and Gates Tires.
One Day Recharging Batteries a Specialty.
( )1d Chevrolet Stand. Lower Lake St. Fulton, K y
W7-',11e0 WnSFEMEnSS....nSSSE-Et-W_Eii
GI* Bennett
WILL SERVE A
Special good
Dinner
WEDNESDAY
At his Restaurant on Fourth Street.
wswasssissiscsmisswriss,ss, ;sum
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Let Us Be Your
Business Partner
Your partner has a knowledge of your
business and you look to him for advice and
counsel on important matters. You are en-
titled to all the help he can give you.
Do you get a partner's help on your printed
matter? Do you get the most from the special-
ized knowledge which we have regarding
printing and paper, and above all the service
which a combination of the two can reader?
Our job department has every modern equip-
ment for doing work on rush orders. For
letterheads, billheads, and all kinds of forms,
we carry in stock, recommend and use
,e,lfhNsnw244.
MID
The VtiIity 23c6sine.t‘ Paper
Let Us Serve You as a Partner
•:••:•+•:-.1,,c1.+4.4-44.41-44+444.44++.444++11o1.4.4944 +++.444444.114•14,
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Real Estate
Transfers
Ili 101141\1 pllipt`I'ly has
changed 1111/ shot Nov.
ill 1'01110.
W. M. to Clara .'ason,
town
Louis Gore, et at, to Geo.
Aleneas. tit‘vti lot in Cap....
G. W. Clark. it at., to Geo.
Menves, land at ('aye t'.
Clara Cason to Johla Pyle,
town lot in Hickman.
Sallie II. Smith to I/ick Bard,
town lot ill Fulton,
Ivie Barkett to J. C. Fields,
town lot in Hickman.
ivie Barkett to .1. E. %Varren,
town lot in Hickman.
Sallie Notolon to Mrs. C. Ad-
ams. land at Hickman.
J. E. Fields to Sam Camp-
bell, it al. land, Fulton.
Geo. Gibbs to .1. A. NlaY,
land, Fulton.
Julia D. Bryant lit Sam 11..1t.
town lot, notion.
Loyd 1s.' ;Ids 1,1 Shelby Witik,
land, Cayce.
James Piekle. to I. C. It. R.
Co., land, Fulton.
Manly l'ining to N. G. ('ook.
OWII 1.4, Fulton.
N. G. Cook to T. NI. Frank-
lin. el at, 10W11 10t iii l"uttiiii.
11I. L. 111cl/tole to T. M.
• 
Franklin, et al, town lot in Ful-
ton.
.1. H. Nelson to .1. Is Ke.,ter-
son, town lot in Hickman.
%V. II. Powers to Airs. Ger-
trude I/avis, town lot in Fulton.
Mace L. NicDade to I. C. It.
It. Co., land. Fulton.
%1'illiant I.. Beard to I. ('. R.
I. ('o.. lalld,
Mrs. Ellen Anderson to U.
L. Jackson, town lot in Hick-
man.
Donna Thomas to Rob-
erts, land, Fulton.
Mrs. Birdie l'ewitt. et al. to
H. Hardy and C1ny Lawrence.
land. Fulton.
Gertrude Hood to John Jack-
son, one-cig.lith interest in land,
Crutchfield.
1/r. ('. A. 1Vright Iii 11. B.
Scearce, to‘‘n lot. C;qce.
R. 11. Scearce to A. 1\• Mc-
Clellan, town lot, I'
GOOD WOMAN
PASSES AWAY
The funeral services were
held Sunday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock, over the remains of
I Mrs. S. C. Brittain, who died
Friday night, Decembe 12. The
Rev. C. II. Warrea. pastor of
the First Baptist church, con-
ducted the services, and this
good woman is now sleeping in
beautiful Fairview.
She was a faithful member
of the First Baptist church. She
was not only faithful to her
church, but just as faithful in
believing that it was her duty
as a Christian to do the will of
her Master at all times. She
was always ready to lend a
helping hand in time of need
--both in acts of kindness and
in words. At the last, while
surrounded with loved ones, be-
ing unable to speak. she opened
her eyes and with a pleasant
smile on her face gave them all
a farewell. Truly she could
say: "0 Death, where is thy
sting; 0 Grave, where is thy
victory?"
Mrs. Brittain had been ill for
several yeals, but tried at all
times to take her affliction in
a cheerful spirit.
The deceased is survived by
five children: Mrs. J. 0. Gads-
by of Memphis. Mrs. flirt L.
Browning of Washington, D.
C. Carl Brittain of Cloverport,
Ky.. Robert Brittain of Fulton.
All were present when the end
came.
She is also sumived by two
sisters. Mrs. Docia Rosemond
of Eldorado, Ark.. and NIrs.
John Walker of Washington,
D. C., and other relatives and
friends. Her husband passed
away about six years ago.
Nev Syrup at Jones'
Grocery.
Just received a barrel of Fan-
cy Golden Gate Syrup at $1.10
per gallon. -.1. M. Jones Grocery
202 Lake Street.
Trade in Fulton where you
get the best values for your
money.
Place your order now for
that big Fruit Cake with Horn-
beak Bros. Bakery. 3t
CONS01.IDATION OF
RAILROADS
In orderiog tIii-
if the consolidati.m plan, (*.In-
gres.: has certainly gi%en the
11114.i:41de C1111111111%i I .(1111111i::-
S11)1 a very cmnplex task. Sifin ,.
::0,000 pages of testimony Its:;
been taken on this subject all
over t he country. The Commis-
. ion realizes that no matter
what the 'nap may show, the
officers of the 180 told (lass
one roads, which means rail-
ways earning over one million
annually, as well as the own-
Vi's 01 the 700 short lines, must
necessarily know more ainoit
the possible destiny of Uht'll
pat titular property than can be
brought out by any official ex-
aminer at a public or private
hearing.
Severai of the Commission-
ers would like to see Congress
repeal the section of the Trauis-
tiot Act, which contains
thi mandatory provision of the
general plan, not only because
they realize the difficulty of
the job, but also because they
demand that it certain road he
sonAolidated with a certain oth-
er would hamper rather
I han facilitate consolidation: a
transactimi between unwilling
buyeis and sellers cannot be
iteceleraled by instruetions to
'get together.-
Th,, proposition if carried
out, will in many instances
force the stronger lines to bear
the burden of carrying the
• mailer and weaker lines.
The Commission has no legal
authority to fix a price, al-
though it has a right --- iii fact,
ditty. tn approve rates which
the parties may agree upon be-
t wee!' themselves.
It has been agreed among
lawyers, as near as it can be
agreed, that the best way to
bring about this consolidation,
for the large coml.:odes to
• I ogether with a view of
sto,s as to the division of
ss tributary to them, and
• iii it all differences to
- . .0 board for arbitration.
k% e are living in an age when
the public must be served in
the best manner possible. The
physical valoe of our railway
systems, as of June 30, 1914,
plus the sums expended shince
that date for extensions and
improvemeet,I. are approxi-
mately 22 billion dollars. The
cost of duplication at 1921. 
prices. would probably be
around 30 or :15 billion. The
lital market price and securi-
ties representing this enormons
in would be some-
where near 60 billion dollars,
or not over 60 per cent of the
present value, which the na-
tion would have to pay it' it at-
tempted to bring about public
ownership.
The private ownership and
development of our railways.
Ii as given everyone in our coun-
try who has energy and intelli-
gence. an opportunity to obtain
more of the material things of
life. The best proof of the suc-
cess of our railway manage-
ment, is that our railway sys-
tems are now hauling on an av-
erage each day in the year,
nine tons of freight for each
and every man. woman and
child in the country, at a daily
eost of a shade OVer 10c per
capita. while the daily cost of
taxes tor each man. woman and
child in the United States is an-
nually slightly over 25c.
In addition to the increased
expenditures of the railroads
in the operation of their pro-
perties and for taxes in 1923.
they made a substantial contri-
bution to the prosperity of oth-
er forms of business by spend-
ing the largest amount they ev-
er spent in any one year for ad-
ditions and betterments to their
properties. Their total expend-
itures for improvements in 1923
amounted to more than one
billion dollars. anti this sum,
like the expenditure of 4,895
million dollars for operating
expenses and 332 million dol-
lars for taxes found its way im-
mediately into the channels of
trade and commerce.
The structure of business
that has been built up in this
country is so vast, so complex
that it is difficult for the aver-
age person to comprehend it.
Its enormous size seems to have
the effect of terrifying a good
many people, making them
think it is in some mysterious
way responsible for their diffi-
culties. But when we :onle to
consider the bade principles
upon which this huge business
at is constructed and op-
erated, we discover that there
are simple, fundamental laws,
'tzar IsAid
0
let 11,TON  I; RTISER
\ ining it that c.tti lie reatdi
ly Our pros
I'' ity depends in a large mess-
opon the exteat to which
,fiti• people understand the situ
ple, fundamental laws that
govern mtr
Suppl.‘ ;11111 demand enter in
to all trade and commerce.
They determine .the rates 01'
exchange bet wee!' each indus-
try or occupation and all ohm
I ndustries iii' (Wellputions. The
farmer receives other goods
and services in compensatioti
for his products according to
the values placed town his pro-
duets and his purchases by op-
eration of the law of supply and
demand. The element called
value is always relative.
It is wholly upon the amount
of production and the amount
of consumption. Our popula-
tion distributes itself in the var-
ious forms of prodaetr.m snd
service guided by prevailing
wages and prices. TVese wages
and prices must be left free to
operate under the law of sup-
I.\ and demand in order to
maintain an adjusted distribu-
tion of occupation. The vari-
ous products and services must
be offered on the market at
prices governed by this funda-
mental law in order to enable
the market to clear itself.
Whenever a balanced adjust-
ment in the distribution of pop-
ulat:on among the occupations
and in the production of goods
and services is accomplished.
we have prosperity. Otherwise.
we have congestion and depres-
sion, or stagnation.
We cannot repeal or ignore
tIii law of supply anti demand
no matter how great a hard-
ship it may work upon some
classes of ous population from
lime to time. The most we can
do for the welfare of society
is to study the law and endeav-
or to interpret and anticipate
its processes in such a way as
tO lessen its blow when it falls
upon us.
RUTHVILLE ITEMS
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burke
has installed a radio at their
home.
Mr. Preslie Broaden
some mighty fine hogs,:issf
day. Rev. W l'il,prisdad 1;„kill
Marmaduke, Ark., is visiting
his daughter Ruth and preach-
ed at Chestnut Glayde Sunday
afternoon. Quite a large crowd
attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Cathss
of Water Valley spent Sund.s.
with Mrs. Cathey's moth.
Mrs. Mattie Grissom.
Quite a large number of th
community attended the a.
day singing at Walnut Gyn.
Sunday.
Everybody in this commut.
ty is stripping tobacco that Is.
any taken down, trying to v.
it ready for market this we.s,
as the tobacco house opens th
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent Saturday night and Sun-
day with Mrs. Mattie Grissom
Mrs. Lee Milam is on Its
sick list.
Mr. anti Mrs. Loman
has recently moved from
Charley Brown's place to M'
Jim Milam's.
The two children of Mr. an
Mrs. Joe Conner are on S
sick list.
NOTICE TO HUNTER:
We, the undersigned, heu..
notify the public that we
not allow hunting on our prot
city and anyone caught on
land hunting will be proses.,
tol to the fullest extent of
law.
I. T. CLOYES.
J. W. JOLLEY,
C. A. WILSON,
T. B. LANNOM,
IIA MP POTTS,
GEO. SWIGGART,
WILL POWER,
JEFF POTTS,
BUD COLLEY.
FRANK SELLERS.
R. B. SELLERS,
WALTER WITLATC11
JIM MILAM,
ALEX BOWERS,
J. WILL LOW,
NOTICE TO ASSOCIATION
MEMBERS
The Dark Tobacco Grow,:
Cooperative Association Ic
will open in Fulton, De
and 23 and close to reop.
cember 29. for the remai•.
of the season.
The registration book is ns
open at the Association's
lice.
T. E. WILLIAMSON,
Manag.••
Open Fvenings Until Christmas
IJiqhla.ndIicuiher Mufflers
You've got sombody on your list
that likes real practical presents.
There's nothing more so than
Mufflers—especially these from
Scotland. $4
Jones & Freeman
Exclusive but not Expensive
1-7uhen, Ky. I lickman, Ky.
I Largest assortment in town of Ties, Shirts, Sox
Dobbs flats, Stacy Shoes, Kopp Clothes.
Smith's Cafe
WILL SERVE A BIG
Christmas
Dinner
KING TURKEY WITI-I ALL THE TRIMMINGS
50 as
We also serve a special 50c Dinner every day.
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;Ike This An Electrical ChrFstmas
See
Our
Large
display
of
Lamps
Electrh. Pocculator. a Useful Gift
The time has past when Gifts were selected haphazardly with-
out giving thought to appropridteness, without regard to usefulness,
without proof of durability, without a realization of intrinsic value.
In these days thoughtful people are selecting
Electrical (lifts 
thus, not only raising the standard of Gift giving without increasing
the cost to the giver, hut bringing a grcater happiness and a nore en-
joyable Christmas to those who receive ilk
Ke 11 tl l• Light & Pover Co.
Incerporansi
Lrik.L- Street, Fulton, 1‹. s
ELECTRICAL
Gift
Suggestions
For Mother
Table Appliances
Utility Motor
Vacuum Cleaner
Range
Floor Lamp
141/1I114`1'
Auto Heater
Seldering I ri ;II
)t.sk Lamp
Illuminated Mirror
For 1 Ivy"
Junior Iron
Boudoir Lamp
Curling. Iron
Grill
F4)I'"Iii 111"
Inun(T-11.11 Heater
Bed Lanip
Vibiator
rm. tli(b Family
Bridge Lamp
Librao. Lamp
Heating Pad
Raibant Heater
.iiiithatisritAti., . 241Fessjiiur•nf-'''` et' ts'AcieFf*.. itage
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Holiday Special at
Orpheum Theater
--- 
-
The smashing action of "The
Mail Man," and the spine-stir-
riug. eye-moistening appeal of
"The Third Alarm," are both
present in Emory Johnson's
most recent release for F. B. 0..
which has been appropriately
panted "The Spirit of the U. S.
A." Mary (air and Johnnie
Walker are featured. The pie-
t tire is coming to the Orpheurn
Theater on December 24 and
"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
is a human story in which all
the tremendous of the World
conflict is present. In order to
get the right atmosphere far
the picture. Direetor Johnsen
and his cast spent many weeks
in the vicinity ef the Presidio,
San Francisco. and in filming
huge action scenes in a pat tic-
tilarly appropriate location
near Inollywood where the ter-
rain was such as to faithfully
reproduce aetual battle condi-
tions. Not a stone was left un-
turned by the company in their
desire to get verisimilitude, and
some of them were turned so
tar and so fast by "mines."
"gas shells" and "H. E.." that
residents miles away began to
think that the Japanese had in-
vaded Southern California. The
real estate where Director
.1ohneon "stint" most of his big
stuff is now so pock-marked
that the original lessees of the
I end arc beginning to think that
they will have to fill in with
the Santa Monica Mountains.
In addition to the battle
scenes, which are sain to be tie-
tnendous realistic and of Crell
bigger spectacular value than
anythiug which was staged in
any of the other four Johnson
successee, the story, written by
the director's mother, is a pow-
erful and touching appeal for
universal psaee. Marry Can
takes the role of a Gold Star
Mother and Johnnie Walker.
as her younger son who reterns
to America as an international
hero after having been origie-
ally rejected whet, he tried to
the 1i-et:, ben•.tee nf
poor eyesight.
Ii
•
t-4
SCHOOL NOTES
A stirring comedy entitled,
"Peg 0' My Heart," which ran
everal years on Broadway.
starring Miss Laurette Taylor.
was given at the High school.
Monday and Tuesday evenings
for the benefit of the Athletic
Association. It was directed
hy Mrs. 0. J. Sowell.
An all-star cast lived up to
he reputation of previous High
,chool plays. Those who took
parts were:
"Peg" ... Mary Nell McDade
Mrs. Chichester Florence Wade
Abele Chichester 
Leslie Triplett
Ethel Chichester 
 
Dorothy Granberry
Montgomery Hawkes 
Neal Karmire
iliristopher Brent 
 
 
Hines Dobbins
"Jerry"  Fred Cord en
Jarvis, the butler 
 Bob Binfoed
The Reverend O. J. Sowell
gave the chapel address on
Thursday morning. He chose
his text from Matthew, in
which the three wise men
brought gifts to the infant
Christ. His talk was suggestive
of the spirit of love, forgive-
ness and charity that should be
attendant upon the holiday
season.
Friday afternoon a Christ-
mas trea service was held in
chapel, with a student Santa
Claus. The giving of a num-
ber of gifts from an artistically
decorated tree added happi-
!nos to 3 festive occasion.
Personals
Miss Ethel Fisher is spend-
ing the holidays at her home in
Miss Elsie Davis has return-
ed to Vinita. Oklahoma, for thr
t Ii 'istmas season.
The annual football dinner
was given on Friday eveniag,
December 19 at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Dobbins on
Carr street.
The dining table was attrac-
tively decorated in holiday fa-
vors and a four course menu
was served. A heavily laden
Christmes tree bore a gift for
each guest. The entire team,
with Inc Coach and members
of the Athletic C.otteot
present.
CHRISTMAS
---
Christmas has ceme--t he end
of the trail for 192 I. After the
last steep grade k climbed, as
we pause before the journey
for 1925, it is good to stop tor
a moment in the warmth and
glow of friendship.
Chief among the assets of
our lives are the good welfare
of our friends. Friendship is
something they cannot sell, and
something we cannot buy. It
has no place on the books of
accounts. It is one of those in-
tangible things about which
men dream. But it is no 1,ss
real for that reason. The ly-
atty of friendship is beyond ex-
pression of value in figures.
Our gratitude for it we here
now wish to express.
There is sentiment in b .-i-
ness. During the passing
we have come in contact
business way with men e
we may never again see
to face. Yet Nye know tha•
hind each letter. telegrae
contract, stands a MAN. K.
ing his problems and his
v..e have been sensible oi
sympathy. his tolerance,
fitirness. his loyalty an
frivndship.
What is Christmas fit.
to tell our friends we are gt
fu
Life for all of us consis.
something else than the n-
rial things. 1Ve should e
and try to be worthy of th
speet of friendship of •
man with whom we
ness. The humblest
should believe his job
totes an opportunity for hi.
serve his fellowman.
We are thankful, there:
for Christmas, which give
all Gpportunity to
acclaim our faith in the .
of service, and to wish ,
our friends "Peace tin
Good Will Toward Men."
CHRISTMAS CAKES
Send in your order nev.
VOW' CHRISTMAS CAKE.
price,t are cheaper than
can bake them. Phone
Hornbeak Bros. Bakery.
7 he
Gift
Store
, ant
You to
SEE 01 R
DISK, '1)
OF FINE
SHOES
FOR MEN
AND BOYS
„ -•-• • ‘•
ffolgoroof flosirq
The
Gift
Store .
WE CAN
SUIT
).()L IN
Clothing.
I landsome
Line to select
From. Also
Overcoats.
•
Lb AU RIOUS—But not Extravagant
Stockings selected for beauty need not disappoint in their %%caring qualities
not if von will ask for Iloleproof.
In this famous hosiery, elegant stylish appearance is united with a tine-spun,
woven-in strength that withstands long t% car and repeated launderings.
F's CD t hough Doleproof ()tiers highest quality in hosiery, Ifoleproof prices
:ire moderate. Millions of women have learned
that to always have beautiful, stylish luisiery is not
a matter of buying expensive hosiery, but of buying
the right kind—Th/(7######/.
I It deproof I losiery is obtainable in all popular styles
and materials. Try I loleproof next time you need
hosiery. $1.00 $1.50 $2.00
We feature !hilt:proof I !osier) because it carries
out our policy of offering the best the market affords at prices that deli er the
utmost in value.
fibleproof Ecx
•UTFI ERS FOR MEN AND BOYS
LTON. KY
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l'ULTON STC RES THRONG-
ED WWI HOLIDAY
SHOPPERS
Merchants Report Best Holiday
Tiade for Many Years
- 
-
People Coining Far and Near
to Take Advantage of
Trade Day Bargains
of weather eon
LII I. people are coming to
ill ii from all directions to do
their holiday shopping. Las
t
ii utility the streets .xi.re
lu. ii Is ii%.11 Ii at's tool I he
with people, some
owing iii it' .1 di:A:ince to take
:oh:inlay'. of the 10%v 
price-%
il uare selling nor-
ii 1,1. They '4.II' 11th
iifIItlIIIIItI i0 hel, judging 1111111
the hownes they carried. One
ilIthll s:.:4 I he bought 1.1 lbs. of
sugar fcr $1.00; another said
'' 
.11011 a good suit for
$11.9s and a splendid pair Of
shoes tor $2.25. Each and ev-
eryone left Fulton as a walk- ,
adveitisentent for the town
and %i II return again.
The beaut Holly decorated
show windows reflect what on
e
may expect on entering the
tore. In fact, never in the his-
I
tory of Fulton have the show'
%Ondaws been more attractive.
Lou Jones has more gloves in
his show window than most
store., have on their shel yes, all
beautifully embellished in holi-
day attire. IL is really worth
while to look at Scates &
Marks' window display and 
set.
the splendid line of auto acces-
sories especially suitable for
gifts, as well as usefulness. I
n
fact, all the auto dealers have
useful gifts. Weaks' & Sons
show wjodows look like fairy-
land, while DeMyer & Son
s
show widows dazzle the eye
with gems of beauty. The hard-
ware store windows suggests
many useful gifts, whi. Frank-
lin's windows attract unusual
attention. Rut ker's Gift Shop,
Bennett's Drug Store, Bald-
ridge's 5 8z 10c store, are load-
ed with toys. One of the most
at List ic show windows is at the
Electric Light Company's Lake
street office where throngs
block the sidewalk watching
the beautiful decorated Christ-
mas tree revolve. The Roberta
Clothing Company's window
s-
display gifts with 
intrinsic val-
ue, and the furniture stores ar
e
displaying beautiful things 
for
the home. A. W. Morris' 
win-
dows dazzle the eye. and 
as
▪ (Inc continues in the shop
ping
parade, many attractive dis
-
plays are noticeable. llornr
a
Brothers, Morris & Fry, "the
All-Leather Shoe Men." 
Khou-
lie Bros., Coulter & Kelly, 
L.
Kasnow, and all the drug
stores have attractive window
displays. The grocery store
windows make your mouth wa-
ter with the good things dis
-
played.
While Irby's Upstairs Fash -
ion Shop has no show window
,
• the handsome display of new
dresses and coats in their show
cases are attracting much com
-
ment by all women who see
them. Of course, we must say
a word about the 0. K. 
Steam
Laundry, where one of the ne
w-
est and latest machines in th
e
art of lilt eking hats, have been
installed. They take an old
hat and convert it into new
headgear almost while you
wait.
In fact, every merehant I
n
Fulton is working overtime 
to
nutke his place of business at-
tractive, and the barbershops.
restaurants and other Places a
business are serving the crowds
in a splendid manner.
Trade in Fulton and he hap-
py. and 
above all, patronize
home Industries.
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Second Floor Plan.
By W. A. RADFORD
NH. A, nnswar
;tool g dive :iyl, Flt1.1.; tor
uttsr 000 all l000doetolo ferialWiolit I,, th•
auhlevt of 'mailing. for the .foadeea 4
(tit, paver. on aof-onorot nf si,, V.
Al. 1..11 fir. u(11., and Woo,
faeturer, he is. mitt t doubt, the high-
est authority is,, the auldwt. Aoldoeam ooll
Inquire" to Will,,,, A. In./if/or& Nis I••27
Prairie lasenue. chleago, ill., and only
Metes.. I..... cent stamp for rodaY
Shingle: it/Molly are intoployed for
the roe ef
el4elt1111 design. In the Moue milown hl
Ii,,' ItilintrAl..11 • !lel note In fli
ts type
of Si., 111,11iIiicliirc •Irlick. tine
Ill,' flys/ .1o11 of the honte is of brick.
Al.''',' ilte walls aro iliirtlIer loridlre-
110Un ceVer...1 • dangles. carrying
outthu Dwelt colonial scheme.
The home -dons ft Ii. iatitntial. Were
the seemtil story. eliminated. the 
110111e
W0111.1 he of I ti, eustomary brick
bungalow type. second Ilium loan
toren added. Uith the long slope
 of the
rOld llor itolluor 1",•.1•••11.ii 1 that
denote the Ilutch colonial. The en-
trim, dacm has hism places! tit the
latIr. giving mono at the from for a
modern. fully enclosed sun porch.
Tht, tannin.. door trail. intstein-
lint li,stt. 'r.. eminected 
hy •
/opening it 111111..11111
living room. The 1.1.1.1ii hi und
praelleitil square. the dimensions Ine-
11211 '21 feet f1 
Inches by 22 feet 2
Mo, el • .1 metle• i'our 
window. Ht
1.11.1. 1111.1 Ill .1 • In.?'.' one on
Hither side of Ito open prepb.c.. at use
other stilton light itnil seninatio
n. Two
siets of folding Fretieb do
ors ,hat the
hiving room off from the aim parlor,
ahlch is 13 feet 11 Inches long and le
11,1 a bodies wide.
To the left of the entrance hull Is •
large dining room 21 feet 6 In-he,,
long and 12 feet wide. A deep hay win
dow milli four asislicS. unit a fifth With-
11111W Ill the rear admit the light end
Mr. (id the dining room Is the latch
en 9 by 12 feet, with pantry and built
In features thii make this man is
the modern home p. renrettlekt ssrk-
mhos.. ?A'
'flip stairs to the Gerard thaw lead
out ot llo• onionno, hall and to a Nat
troll hall on the floor atm., There are
four Mtge emitter bedr•smis, mob tier-
ing it large closet and Isl. fintlite.ans
shown in the second doer Mon These
1.411.00111M lire 111111•11.111y large, the vro
III rl'ont being IS fon./ 3 Inelio,, toy ill
feet 9 Inches, nod thole'. in rear
being nearly as lar;.:e.
Ac In t.11,10111i1 ry in Molten des.gtied
for those sect Mrs of the 5.1,11tr)
where ii large heating plant Is lice. led
part of the S,ssr the home In
eionerete foundation 1.51111S, Nlitcli pro.
%Meo large basement. lime Is •pare
for the ventral heating plant, fcr the
storage of fuel and for Ili. ntoolinge
oof fruits, ye-gigabit.* and other 110110
rind 11,11111y tire kept In the i
ment.
For
large
It family of ('ommit-a! het,
417.1. 1111S 111.1klit tin ex...dt.-nt
exterior Is tinu,s I the
riO/IIII4 i 1 1.11 hlrni tioor are large and
eiiillriirtUtile, Is tulle there Is rti
mice of sleeping rooms. The 111
sult•tit tit lidly o•onsteoelet) fuel St Ill
endure for itimey. litany )eurs
NVeatherStrips Are Aid Restful Color Helps
in the S;Ishing of Fuel in Decorating Bedroom
If l'\ ''R their heating equip , 'The lied
room Is one u thy I St in
nient too function it should Portant r.niIIIS Iii th
e entire toque
he given al lcii•! 0 tigtoinz 
Inasiiiih - h as practically third of the
this It Is meant that no heating sk • MU.: 
in 01.14.1 there.
(chi, tin litatti•r 0,-o :died and Stl•do ii romit ahoy.. all should 
be
ii -an give the maxliimin of restful In its arrangement iid the
satisfaction ,‘ here It Is exisoodt•ii lo P'nerlii color scheme of the wood
heat an ever.inereasIng quantity of wor
k, walls and furnislibms Noth.
alr 
lag, In short. Ix too good for the bed-
Window s and doors pernill the MM room and nothing tiespe
okm gisid taste
tration of air in great quantities un. so much ma Its arrang
ement,
lesi• wIntiproofed. These win. 
There are ti great variety of g..o.1
(tow, inst iii.s,rs it lite time the house 13Tes of furnishings for the t.cdreom,
was Mint, no ulsslist. %%ion. properly 
anti there are many little things which
Installed and almost air fight, but the add
 to us comfort and convettlenc...
natural •ettlIng of the building In one P
ew rooms lire so small that only
year will rapidly change thk con one 
chair can lor placed there. Lind
flon Si' that file maver.e isitid e ',ew sill thelectio shoun ld mil lie
1,, ',He
admit as notch alt emild coin
, with the thought of comfort la mind.
thri.1101 p. .1.11Ce the SIM. of an orolioar
., A iitrillittit 1.11.11r for writing or too be
brick. if one %k en,. 1111011 ono
ss:ill sill?, II 1,55' l,ce,'k Is soot Inst slit t
The n‘t•rityr liellie 
either needl and then the low chair
helle‘v that this Is ;:reatly sr for residing. restlrut 
or sewin
,fraen. Mit on) engineer siihi, u tolowl When par,litistng the
 rugs
.i.dge of the subject will tell yion 
o..
this is not itn exorbitant statement
Wealloor strips are the I y the r
oma ocionos nnon
1151, condition ran its rime Its coN,.0,,g,
lied, and is HI? lite odd type of wood
.n strip will its, the •aorh, It Is only
caiperary and requires youstaut re,
Mod reool,instioirld.
I Li,' nodal v. vatlior nlrip In the only
practical and efficient method
ii adopt. l'Itte. It costs more for the
nitial installation. loll once done, la
itmthent geul final 141111 relltlire• no
or readillstinettl.
Fireplace
Th.‘ cr,•10,,,,‘ It III WOW, his every-
: to 'Ln: ,,n, -I.. • ' :a.
or It, eimeral plan ltany
not raesbler a 111th whit*
f , i 1,;:1'e f.,,,re
Secret Compartment •
Ntantifilethrers of bathroom cabin.
aro constant!) Impro‘Ing their prod-
ucts In order more perfectly to till the
requiremeats of the modern family.
A new feature has been 101141 te the
full-iength hattiromu cabinet toy one
manufacturer. eensists of Nse
cret compartment hack of the some
clothes basket tit the bottom. Mien
closed, It presents ti flush Wan appear
once similar te the look of toe calt-
tHet, nnd emmit hn iletlinntr4 too the
uninitiated. it IsI splendid piace ha
whiett to keep poirsonoua tint
impoo
er toilet goods of an Intimate nature
CASINGS AT 11
FACTORY COS 11
We offer from now until January 1, 1925, the fo!lowing Casings at
absolute factory coat
32x31/2 All Weather SS Goodyear Cords
32x4 All Weather SS Goodyear Cords
33x4 All Weather SS Goodyear Cads
32x41/2 All Weather SS Goodyear Cords
341E41/2 All Weather SS Goodyear Cords . .
35x41/2 All Weather SS Goodyear Cords
31x4 United States Clincher Cords ..
32x4 United States Royal SS Cords 
33x4 Good, ich Silvertown SS Cords 
32x41/2 Goodrich Heavy Duty Truck Cords 
32x4'/2 United States Nobby Tread Special Truck Cords
The ahn‘c arc all absolute bargains.
GIVEN AWAY
We will give away one TOY FORDSON TRACTOR with each yearly
subscription to Mr. Ford's weekly paper, The Dearborn Independent,
price per year $1.50.
Solve the gift problem this Christmas by sending the Dearborn Inde-
pendent to your friends and the Tractor to the little ones. (See Tractor
:n our show window, Saturday, December 20th.)
GIVE AUTOMOTIVE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
To father, mother, brother, sister and friends. The following are a
few suggestions:
Ford Windshield Wiper
Ford Emergency Gifts
Ford Dash Lights
Ford Rear View Mirror
Ford Tire Kits
Pedal Pads
Oil Tanned Chamois
Step Plates
$11.95
$14.75
$15.25
$20.55
$20.65
$20.90
$10.95
$14.75
$16.30
$23.35
$23.40
Electric Windshield Wipers
Electric Cigarette Lighters
Electric Spot Lights
Oversize Steering Wheels
Lock Steering Wheels
Boyce Motometers
Front and Rear Bumpera
Sun Visors
Many other useful gifts
FORD PRICES REDUCED
Runabout
Touring Car
Coupe 
Tudor Sedan 
$260.00 Fordor Sedan $660.00
$290.00 Chassis ... $225.00
$520.00 Truck Chassis $365.00
. $580.00 Give Her a FORD for Xmas
Price:: 0. it. Detroit
SCATES & MARKS
 411•1111' 
"SERVICE win; A SMILE"
COMING TO
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, DEC. 24th & 25th
A Big Christmas Special
"The Spirit of the U. S. A."
One of the greatest pictures ever filmed. 
Never before have your eyes
beheld such a mighty spectacle of human 
emotions-undying love and
courage of a mother; the hope and faith o
f a father; the heroism of a
son; the sweet goodness of his sweetheart-
all merged and blended into
the greatest human story ever told.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26TH
Wm. Fox Offers Buck Jones in
"Against All Odds"
Also a Good Comedy
SATURDAY "TliE FORTIETH DOOR" and others
MONDAY & TUESDAY, DEC. 29th & 30th
Metro presents Barbara La Marr, Lew Cody and Percy
Marmont, in
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew"
A mighty story based on great thrills of the poem.
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Franklin ' 
GIFTS OF It X( 'RV AND Cl I..11M UNIQUE. Nothing we prtillicthi 9s
,• Call say can adoloattdy ileswribe the charm and 
of the I gins
the FRAN K I,IN Y St ori` displays for your c,‘ • r Sot. 1,1vt•ly thingsI'll(' Store with the
T. 
see how your huroust git t low( %annul ti 
The Big Busy Store 
, 1,‘,1) Ina ilas, • • , . ,
sgoods. omething about it that malls it more than merch..i.•1:,,. r:ilt worth:mos.,. I priccs are reasonble of Ptilton..A
.0.
Gift Sugges-
tions for
Women
.K HOSE,
HA NDK ERCHIEFS,
GLOVES of all kinds,
FINE LINGERIE, hand
embroidered, Table Linens
and Buffet Sets, Bath
Mats, Bed Spreads, Wool
and Cotton Blankets, Silk
Coq°. rts, Parasols, Pearls
Beaded bags, Vanity cases
Compacts, Scarfs, Vend-
•ian GLASSWARE and
other BEAUTIFUL
NOVELTY' GIFTS.
EvERYTHIN(; 1.(or
r"-
sfe
•. `...\ • 
\ 
f / •
a
43.
0
•
Franklin Dry Goods &
-4•••
•..
Ntv
40
•
4.
(3ift Sugges-
tions for
Men
Handkerchiefs, Gloves,
Bathrobes, Shirts, Belts,
Pajamas, Neckwear, Sox
Silk Sox, Wool Sox, Golf
Sox, Cuff Links, Watch
Chains, Belt Chains, Hand
Tailored Suits, Top Coats
Heavy Overcoats, 5heep
Lined Coats, Leather Vests
Stetson Hats, Fancy Caps
I lorscheim Shoes, Oxfords
Slippers and many other
useful things for Boys as
Well as Men.
Clothing Co.
stwasuemagiFowlmit.aizamERERARatesaisottwasignamits
1101
tid
tt?,4
ti2,4
t0.4
kirIN
eel
hrth
it 
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.11%idc With Your ;inp(.2 IiRhistries and Make Fulton a Better- Town
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ROAD INNEY
FEDERAL AID IN
HUGE AMOUNT TO
BE READY JUL N I
•
reitl:;ineer Tells Highway
ard $1,4(70,C00 Will Be
Available Then
Todd Made State Highway En-
gineer to Succeed Boggs
--------
Fraelsfera k y. Vedeyal aid
totalete al.tleatem aid be
a h• ao• vailab K, Mucky en the
beginning 1. f the now fiscal
year. July 1. 1..r.z.:), a it tilt
issued by Gocia•nr e
Mack Calbraith, ft•deral engin-
eer, W. E. S. Posey, executive-
secretary of the State Highway
I onini is ion and Commissioners
,Niontgonnery, Owen and Het-
burn.
Tht• commissilm adjourned to
meet again in called meeting
eext January probably.
Acceptance of the reiigna-
tion, t•ffectivt• immediately, of
Jot S. liOggS, at ate highway en-
gineer for more than five years
and appointment of E. N. Todd,
engineer of construction the
last half year. as acting state
highway (mg-inept.. comprised
the only changes made in per-
sonnel.
Governor Fields sat with the
Cominission most of the time.
Wants Arteries Built
Mr. Galbraith. the United
Statea highway engineer, told
the commission he deaired as
.1.41.1t• of the $1.100,000 con-
tracted off of the main high-
ways as possible and suggested
to the commission that he fav-
ored holding up the major por-
tion of these funds until such
time as the state would be able
to match the government in the
construction of the conio•cting
links of the principal roads in
the state.
The federal aid statement
read:
. "Prior to the October 29 let-
ting. there remained about $1.-
100.000 of federal aid funds
available for additamal work
from the apportionment begin-
ning July 1. 1924, and ending
one 30. 1925."
PLEDGE LOYALTY
TO WEED POOL
-- --
Resolutions Adopted by 225
Growers in Folsomdale
YIN
 
 ADVERTI
 SEit
-.Bing other thall as his eon-
act provides.
"11 t• further pledge utir,:elVes
1» hell)
sit t fil o:). W114) Inflict' ;In I -
1,1.1 Is ••%:1113. IhPiecotitititI
FLAMES CONSUME Mc-
CRi.‘.:KEN COUNTY'S OLD
RAILROAD BONDS
$2C,P.CC0 Issue Cost McCrack•
ea $795,000, Judge Lang
Reports
- - --
CRUDE OLD CONTRACT
CAUSED HEAVY LOSS
Bends Were Subscribed To The
L. & P. Railroad in the
Year 186'9
(CopyrIght. IVA)
__*1 Mother-Love At-
mosphere Real
And There Ake Seven Reasons
Whyirlerrm Chrisrn;
Spirit of the U. S.
Ei»ory Johnson's new
-
.," should have as its basicrimoulluillrlitilinuimmuniumuummf;:liiimnillinnu iatniatic 
nd 
quality the mother
lave, a that this quality
Ii id be developed into moti-
on of great sincerity and
poignancy is not at all surpris-
m
HRISTNLAS is a day of cheer because we make it III. when the conditions under
rich the director worked araso. We bestow gifts upon those who are dear to
us by ties of blood or friendship, we contribute to iii his latest F. B. 0. release,
' •the happiness of children and turn kindly thoughts ‘, hid" will be shown at the Or-
upon the unfortunate. Each year sees a greater tendency 1 1 
a/Rolm Theater for two days
beginning December 24. Di-to assist these latter with something more substantial than i rector Johnson was surround-thoughts. In all parts of America, and we assume that the i . 1,y- real mother love. As ise•
i 
g e n e r a I I y known, his own moth-same is true of other portions of the civilized world, there is 5 ?
r, Emilie Johnson, writes all ofmanifested an inci !asing desire to help. • ' i he stories which her son soe I
arilliantly translates to theFew communities, towns or cities lack organized efforts for f.... • scren. And in this instance.
the carrying of real Christmas cheer to every jestitute family, 2 .: , a ith a peace idea for a back-
every hungry wayfarei-,ainl espec.ially to every child of poverty; •'a 
ground, Mrs. Johnson has risen
Is heights of drama which have
4 1
that the latter, at least, may not regard the day, its symbols a•Idom been equaled.ee
and promises as things of empty significance. This is in accord- In addition to his continual
: asaociation association with hisance with the teaching of Him for whom the day wal named, ,,,,,t her, Mr. Johnson had castand evidences the grc .. th of spirituality in the world. 
i 1 , iastarring with Johnnie Walk-
Mary Carr for the leading role,
How little we know of how well off we are! How we mag-
I 
,1. Mrs. Carr is herself the
securities and liberties of American citizenship! How hard i 1 
That she is able to delineate a
mother role herself, all the mo-
an 
the trivial things of lifb! How prone we are to forget the mother of six fine children.
ourselves and not within what we possess. But we are be- ! 1t 
;hose who did not see her
ion picture fans know; even
plentlid performance in "Over
it is to realize that the elements of true happiness lie within
ginning to know, and the spirit of Christmas is an important i ' ! lw 11111," and in "The Spirit ofelement in our teaching. Right sentiments soon crystallize into o ! .i,.. IT. S. A.." encircled as she
incentive to make it merry, hence the season becomes a time
I . I 
part. she is said to give an even
oughly in keeping with her
%vas with an atmosphere thor-actions. The phrase, "Merry Christmas," upon all lips is an
to forget strife and gloom and to spread peace and joy. more marvelous interpretation.
It ia abvious that in such Bur-
ls the old-fashioned Christmas passing? If so, a better one is I - 1 rountlings, Director Johnson
taking its place. Modern arrangements may have done away 1 " 
should have a:. ' en to cinema
tans a picture which catches
with the yule log, but we still have the holly and the ever- • . ,vith perfect fidelity to life that
green. They are but symbols. The tender emotions in our areat quality of affection which
l' ; ohearts count for much more. We can blend our voices and 
an never be duplicated by any
ther person than—Our Moth-
attune our souls to full jubilee on this festive occasion, which ers.
commemorates the most important announcement of all time, • 1 It might be briefly summar-
that of the religion of peace and love. Merry Christmas! 1 ': azed that there are seven rea-
1 .11:.; why the picture areathes1
. 
• ais •Tiria Six belt .g to Mrs.
;
t ,•arc and one (not ale least im-
am.
aortant one) to '.milie John-(
CTHE PUELISHERS
lada/1,0a.maa
aftaaltaa/rIlliadhalbdial1/11.11111..a/aar 
rlaaaaaaaaaa.11./Iala
• "k• 
. '.1'1 •
Wens,. a a
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Section SPARKS OF THE FIRST FULTON BOY ELECTED once more when I come to her
doer with my large can of tea,
(-711"" J• 1-;°w"1L "st'n-• . C. C. Hargrove Finds the wiled dewn the track that led
as kindly as can be." I has-
ui-follows: A'• I '1'1' brown
  in. a.)
 Northwest a Good Country me to her shack. and handedvine has been a great light in$150,000 in 1903. to Live In ;ter the drink: she sipped, and$150,000 in 1911. the choir for the past two,
S200.000 in 1923. weeks. Ilia beautiful . songs 
_ :said: "I think this is the punk-
Claud Hargrove. well known' aa t ever noea 1 ured min e!In 1903 when the firat call have been a great inspiration Fulton man. who hit lit ri,, i:,. maw. of 1,1.0dy hay; oh,
matured the cetinty R. T. to our congregation. We, trust , , „t about sixteen y,•ars ago. a as t aka \mar can away I- Discour-Lia'infoot. runty judge at that hi' will soon l'etill.n to l'111` °11 ' elected Stall' Senal.q• Of Iliah" ;0.2,...d. I reIOrhed to Where thetime). could raiae only aa0.000 again. in the recent election. Mr. lime fires burned. A smile isfrom its savings, was required to l1hIhrt.,R,eed of Lexington spoke
, . • s II:trgrove fer many yemaz was all (ens needs te pay for kindlyt e pay all or none and was com- 
" 1` "al' Bible ' as' a valuable employe ot the • deeds; but when I take a pie tothe name of a member who pelted to and diii. float a spy- last Sunday. Mr. Reed is Out .American Express Company in sem,. poor stricken trit y, hethreatens to dump his crop, or v ia l at 00.000 issue of bonds, in the interest of Triinsvylvan- Fulton, and h;is many frieeds aa s the crust is teti;Nelithe till makean effort to evade ilia bearing .1 per cent interest, to it University. his work being here who will tie glad ,to near ine cheap grade stuff. A ndcontract. add tn the $50,000 on hand to directed toward Religious Ed- , a,oi his popularity. Since has- when I take a hat to one who'sThe vote on the resolution, meet the first call. The misfor- ucation. ing Fulton. Claud has prosper- busted flat. he says he neverwhich was presented by Rob- t une, however, of this plan was The special musical program ed in more ways than one. He did behold so fierce a litl. Dis-ert L Hill. of the ssociation s that the county bound its a enelf to ws joyed by all who were
owns a large -`-, .sn ,. ranch n ou mear crageent arrive.- to chillfield service divi 
a
sion, at the a stiadglit 30 years bond pay- present last Sunday night. o. :0 eiser. Idaho, :old has its mu our helpful lives. but we mustmeeting of the Folsomdale to ;ode ia 1933, and if Mt•Crack- Those who took part are its tel 
ulated much wealth. He is a still endure. and go :ind aid tht• BEELERTON HIGH SCHOOLbacco local. was unanimous. : Miss Cantrill of this city.en had a million in surplus men- lews brother of lathy and Harry liner. Anti so I say: "Ods fish,"The it follows: 
, ey it could not pay this debt Mrs. George Bareley of M tiargrov 
, 
.,. tormer r towlines, when bearing home tile dish Will Present a 3-Act Play, En."We. the undersigned mem- until September, 1933. Phis '1101 Alr- HarrY 131.°wn "1 but now of Portland. All of that Dame O'Chee turned titled, "A Fortunatele•rs of the Dark Tobacco, a lla y, Lang „,„ia, ey„ii an, 1,0„i,villi,.
Calamity."Growers Cooperative associa- berning on this date the last of The Sara Dean Bible ' the boys Ii iii proliered in down, thenas squalid want i ll
—ion, realizing that loyalty will the old lot, which were called met at the home of Mrs. John are grow.ing richer ,,‘ ,,ry ,My, round, t 1101,01 , agral ,,,, may
CIZIS' , heir
On Dee. 23. Bederton High
i northwestern homes and toe n. and ono mils) r)) his
make our success more certain, ten years before they became Culver in its regular monthly legit in popular are fin:Lucia' :thound; I'll take a erock of school will present a play in 3hereby pledge ourselves as fol- due. saving $100.000 interest meeting. Many things were circles. ssinp to poor old Gaffer Goole arta, entr led, "A Fortunatelows: and leaving a clean slate of all brought out anti discussed rel- 
 - s porringer of mush to hungry Calamity.- Appropriate musi-"That we will give the pro- bonds being paid which art, ative to the class work for the RIPPLING RHYMES II lam Hush, a pannikin of cal numbers will be renderedper example to the membership subject to cid! by the county." coming yiar. 
suds a bundle of old duda. six between acts. A fire-eaterby delivering our tobacco in ac- Every one who attended the By Walt Mason
cord;tnee with our contract. The choicest Candies in bolt - Christmas service last Sunday, 
-- some poor luekless skate.
U boiled eggs or eight. to will b e there and a baby given
away. Do, 't miss this enter-"That a e will endeavor to day boxes, at Bennett's Drug morning enjoyed the program 
tainment. The money goes to
spirit of Xmas. 
CHARITY
make our organization strong- Store. 3t and really enjoyed living in the I took a bowl of tea to Mrs.
er by giving it our whole-heart-
CHRISTMAS CAKES 
the use of school and the ad-
mission is only 15c anti am-.ed support. Place your order now foe The Sunday School will have poor and old, her ills were man-
Jane O'CheJ. The dame was
Every one go and take a friend."That we will report prompt- that big Fruit Cake with Horn- a Christmas tree Xmas Eye ifold; I said: "She oft come
to be present. vour CHRISTMAS CAKE. Our '
Send in vour order now for Y.'w will ellioY it.ly to the headquarters of our beak Bros. Bakery. 3t night, all members are urged plains of fierce rheumatic ,
organization the name of any pains: no loving ones are near
get yotir name on the Advertie-
Hand us a dollar bill antiI are cheaper than youmember that threatens to sell Try WILD'S FAVORITE Soap. Mrs. 0..1. Sowell left Satur- to hand her we. ds of cheer:. 
ean bake them. Phone 522,his ci•op other than in ticcord- Gels Grease, Oil ItIld Paint. Uae day for Oklahoma. where she her sons are all in jail. her life er list as a regular subscriber.liornbeak Bros. Bakery.'I'ance with his contract. no water. Ask your dealer for will spend the holidays with is flat and stale; 'twill bright-
‘ "That we will report to the it. . her mother and father. en lip the life of this poor lone- Try WILD'S FAVORITE 
Soap..
'spropert authorities and offi- ! Don't forget to attend Sun- some wife. and east- the load Trade in Fulton where you Get,: Grease. Oil and Paint. Usecads the name of any member Read the advertisements in
I
day school and church next she bears, to know that some- get the best values for your no water. Ask your dealer forwho violates his contract by this paper. Sunday. one cares, and she will smile money. it.
' Two hundred and twenty-
five members of the Dark To-
bacco Growers' Cooperative
association, residing in the Fol-
sonuiale section of Graves. coun-
ty, adopted resolutions pledg-
ing themselves to set a "proper
example" to the association
membership by delivering their
I obacco in iteelwilatwe with
their contract, and to report to
the association headquarters
II 1( DECENI BEI( 23, 02-1 IL S. Williams, Publisher
DO YOU LOVE YOUR
TOWN?
Do you love your town? Do
you have any concern for its
future? Would you like to see
it grow. prosper and extend its
trade and influence? If you
do, then ask yourself these
out-stions: "Do I help support
and maintain its institutiors?
Do I encourage every move-
mt•nt looking to the upbuild-
ing of the town? Do I speak
a good word for the town and
the people at every opportun-
ity. Do I lend assistance to its
industries? Do I patronize
them? Do I fully understand
the duties dt•volving upon me
as a citizen?" If you cannot
allSWer these questions in the
affirmative. then you are not
onlv a stumbling block but a
detriment to any community.
w 
.4•44.44. Jt. • ..•••• • • . •
•
1110P
Flf!Illi'S consumed the last of
bonds representing a discharg-
ed indebtedness id $200.000.
oe,.,.nowt• 16. at the regtil:t..
-ession of NleCracken eon,:
POOH WiliTP a rnatch WI
ippliett to i he old papers. yel-
low with age ot over half a cen-
tury. The horning of the fad -
...it old hit tit closed an in;,. ,
iig and important chap],
in the history of the county.
Dating latch to tared Mc-
Cracken county issued $500,-
000 ill blinds bearing 7 per cent
interest, as a stiliscription to
the coming to Paducah of the
old E. & P. itailianid, later the
('. 0. & S. W.. which is now the
Louisville division of the Illi-
nois CI•ntral.
These bonds drew yearly
per ceia, $35,000 in interesa
aril for many year: the county
made a special levy ler this
tert,se separate and independ-
ent tif the regular levy, and had
likewise, a speeial collt•ctor to
collect railroad taxes.
staid, oc aoairs
Soo, l'onatitution
began tune! ioning in ISOI.
Issued $500,000 More
The fiscal court ai that time
(of its members (Inie Mr. James
atialner. id the :Mayfield road,
now hi ing) sty authority of
:hi-. 'levy 
ill in refunding !
Ire:trims 5 per cent b.
with the money receiveil ,
(of :11;,1
the ,tiiiiiial interest from aa
000 to $25.000, a saving '000 in interest Pat'll year.
out decreasing the debt. I'
that date the county had paia
a.:;5,000 in intt•rest ketch year
tor 23 years. or $805,000 Of) a
aatioamo aato and still owed
the debt and were paying $25,-
000 each year interest thertsoi.
The refunding bonds thus is-
Stied ivel'e` 10 ri'al* 110r1(1A, liii
subject to call by the county itA
CHRISTIAN CHURCH SENATOR
alt.11
100.04.11.",19411101.1,.
.."Ilbseasminwors.
FULTON A DV ERTISER
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Merry Cilati::1-nifts to All ‘7.
, o ;
L.IleY;
Chrisirnas
crime.
154 THOMAS A. CLARK
1,14.2.1 A?Ainn IgnoreratiWIVsnots
1,01, • •ern Nev.sonper 1.'nt .n
le ALI: toe ilitla.ona
ei.i1,11.0...1,
Ill. wiiit most re-
tloise that
red aeOUI3d
". 4.14.4.11111114.
-urn • • 
.11.• .01 saint achc
cilioleal down the
chimney into tbr
fir,epittee in our sitting rogn and
cur stockings on 1.ibrIst.
Jags liNe was AS (LAI h.,) III.'
MMea or tieorge NVashington or n*
art.11..1fathnr or any other .of
%.'lloto I hild board but whotu I laid
MAO. jatrAvaldh) 'set. Ile Is to me
Aral [tithe when -I am ..1 retitIniset•nt
1111ioda, bocatise I have alwa5ii
mante4 111411 to .be real. 1,0n.g utter&
recoghis.id alt tho'subterfugs-4 whim)
beingarractivuLl on me
it?' Qhfigium, limo. t nover Alittitie41
tgem it.'sittito myself. Waa tialhe
Wh414111‘ to adh.;11At to lite d.'11'14.).118.; 1
wilt made ituptry I.y ninth, oormil03111.,s
anal sarphses.
lay.) never 12 ill my life br,11
away trots: hob,. atskihrhitilms tittle; I
WaleII itl.s.w .41,11 he. Christmas joys
me the most . 1.4ightful; Christ-
mas sacfa..c:, • r..• d pe4.clous.
y rrepdrA
• , • Aialphe;r
4440
••r. but tac was full 1,f
...ealturl 1 sal•pl''. The d:11
3.ey. li• •
4.r /I
Ufa Ea4;1.,d,
;anther was o:
'logs sad grIvy
t4o, a Jowl of sic ,
pudiMaag with a dellgivral mad. 4,, Of
drawft butter, and there was min.,
vie f;Howt'd *pit o-.0.1 11nd raisins and
',flier goodies.
Aliat "hion0" Nivie;ys suggests to
nip sager cookies. hot jt• the i-o•et.
%Mother wirstying toe not to eat 47:
zy.evr, fkiftlw introit ki
11 ITIVItlikblY/tOri,13.04 11,11.7 ',And II,
thttggett .4" Vistas. 'Alley wore Iss th.-
peiltHng witl,p
tedll herad.wtileh motter !mole. the
f ju I foam s ..n
'aiisINATInjj In my abseiling with 0the4'
'iced Oilers to rat, and there ws- r. g-
niart,y set Christmas day a 41441 if them
on !the tshlelto be eaten after dinner.
It was not'atiscether What We hal/ 1.-4!
rat their gnc.e Christmas suet] ii high
Pflielells-roy regard. thongh that heired
no dmiihr. it was the mys-
Flip% ikho aro won t i.n tho karatfon
ajol *he •ArprI5o It all; the gather-
ing together of all the family. the
raffle**. hhIN roarin.• tiro In the
.tol /he zenerTI hilarity find !Tema will
preAllInk that marterrbristmaa for me
tke best loved t.f n11 the holidays of
tbb piths. yeas.
"We are rather outgrowing ehrist- '
•:
,N•crXiTcs 1! .1:
mos." friend maid •
ago. "I (hail believe It is ever gold:
I.' be for any ene agalu just a• It used
to Ite.-
I suppose not ; though there are some
II e` celedratiotk
of Christmas, there I. the real christ
Mos whicit I eta slurp I shall T11')ee trill
prow. If I almald hong up my stock-
ing les the fireplace now. I feel just OP
'arias I ever did that old Saint Nlek
would get in smite ,way lokture morn-
ing mid till it as ho toe,i 1.' ”11°,
Waa a .113.111. My calth In Cdristnuts
bee never Irene-1. !and need for it.
I pr:ketIce economy Inully st :tny time,
1st? with the greatest ilidiculty ii
I'hrish111:191 hillie, and especially since
the prices of my Own particular voile
ilea of frankincense and myrrh 1•
been so affected by the economl.
ditIons. It ha What la in our hearts ;
makes Christians real. The song of
Ihe angtr•It. Is air If the Christ-
..,as spirit is in ,our he..rt.. Christian,
Is us great A reality as it wear 1,a4 I.
ne win tu::ke and for us all th..
ark, atfaln proclaiming ak the
klid that night In Puleisti.i.e. centert..
ago, "Iflory to Gal In riot ikigheet. and
41!. eorth peace, good will toward nem."
I Blinn hang tip my st.sting
chrisimms l'Ae, there will I... raisins
in It itt the morning. I have faith 11.,.!
old Clarlvttnes Joys will he mine
.nce more.
then be wits a
bachelor of ttfty. too, every-
body hoed hint, a Melt is a very pe-
culiar thing about a successful busi-
ness man milli competition, ad
mit.
This year lioleemb mask Nery
And Ids Christina- glits--genera: gifts,
you know-- loolnd e‘en 0. urred to
him until two oin3s betore tbc ti.ty.
tie was Inintalla through it new
street betueca a restaurant owl hitt
oftl/e, when lo. saw ii stoall shop with
Indows crammed m-lt It toys—Nothing
but toys. .1t It, is sca•nal, !Wally the
middle of the afternoon, a toy shop
ought to to. cromdell with mdomers.
This ahlp ties cia led. till lbw steps
stood A Small. ansbots man,
find a big one dom.:ling a large k.ey. It
ed like 31 it ''Ii' key.
Seemed po•ulinr. So llolcomh went
to the steps.
"Like to look at the toys." he hegan.
"Can't now," troollied the hi: Man
"This chap t-an't pay a NIL :o I've
taken it. Ato•tIon /lay after tomorrow.
I'm sheriff."
"Meaning." said llokonilk, "that It
the hill is milk]. the ,tork• 11,1ngs to
thls Innn again?
"('f course- and S'211.1"
"What's It all morthr to ..de little
man.
"About Ars) If sold at ;kn. :I-ft," de-
jectedly. "I illeked II 1,11171 •:11, t. No
business."
"What iltd you pay or agree t.. pay?"
'A
A Load of
ChustIildS
IN Frank Herbert Sweet
(I?, 1444 4,••'een NYen-epaper eldolL)
tIld
--a peculiarly nice *
ouy. though It af-
fected Ills ClkrIfit-
funs gifts, his loud-
e s s. even 11 I a
friendships. But
..•••
"What will you sell for?"
-Can't sell until- " teeldit:g toward , 4.
the sheriff.
Holcomb counted ont a.aat, and .3.
passed it to the sheriff.
"I1,s,d-by," Ike said "Now \t hat do
Ton ask?" to the small man.
"I'd rather like rh040. 1),11 "III be +-
glad to accept half that,-
nolcornik counted out Ole Slimi
"Give me the key." to the sheriff. +
"Thank you. Now where ran I find *
two men to tame the tovsr
"Til he one." beamed the p,, mit
of business. "I know about ti s. And
I con get nnother man from the next
, 10111,11ng"
I "Do an. and ill brInz to I • car
from the flint corner."
Inside of an hair the •dc... was
emptied and the limotodoe tilled Then 1:
tihi°elet711111) tir;"krotahdeams7oft.P'17gn":1,t I'V'enriyi
house that showed signs of ehildren.
I "hello 0." he scoulki rail to nny amall
boy or girt he happened to see: "got
antile staff fir yonr 1,0nee PI, take
It In for me I'm in a hurry. tiiie you •
quarter."
hind provided ti pocket heavy
with loose quarters.
There were hout three houra of
daylight. When the daylight was gone
the car was empty De glvd of •
the durskanese rowia.for he bad to go backbi 
the 
w 
........................................................................................
.
?ljC,Santa  Gtàu#
tore-
*alitieneetemenunamenteneinuenneeneenomentennilioneememlimmeemennaleemuniimeneiteinnimannenemat
anefeit
t
Circle around the
; Christmas Tree
with music to make us happy.
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Radio's
(,)-eatcsi 4chievemeni
is embodied in this newest and most
remarkable of ItihISiClil .nstrnments-
1 he
Brunswick
Radloia
We are showing the new musical instrument, Ilrunswick, Ra-
diola. in a number of attractive models. This new voduct,
combining, as it thws, in one manufactured unit, "The Music
of the Air" liy radio. and -The Music of Your Choice" on the
phoinigi alai, is indeed an epoch-making achievement.
Holding the Center of the Stage
The BRUNSWICK RADIOLA
lle Sign ut \ItlsiC1tl prestige
Brunswick
Phonographs Records Radio/as
••••
4-
•:.
Demonstati.nt and Sale at
UCKER'S
Gift & Music Shop
452 LAKE S FRLL1, FULTON
masaft.11111111 AMAMI. .ardomrs..
00;It
7
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.k, Ra-
roduct,
Music
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Shoe Repairing.
,
There are three
varieties of
SHOE REPAIR
jobs
High Medium and Low Grades.
Let me show you the difference in
value and price.
J. F. LaCost
S11OE HOSPITAL. 318 w.‘1,Nr.r. seritEriT
+ 4- 4. +4- 4. +.1. +4. 4.4 4. + 4. ++ + oloa + + +++41
Ben Howard
225 4th Street, Fuiton, Ky.
Is prepared to serve you with choice
141: uits, Candies,
* And everything in the Confectionery Line as well as
t Cigars and Tobacco. We will deli er during the
holidays and give prompt service.
Remember we serve Hot Lunches
and everything good to eat.
lome-made Candies a specialty.
BEN 110 WARD
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.• 4. 4. + + + + + ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.4
Phone 190
411'
J. M. Jaaes
(irocery, 202 La' Street,
i; the place to get nice fresh
Groceries,
Nuts and
Fruits, etc.
Everything you need for that cake.
Special line of XMAS candies.
"Every Day in ev ery way, we endeavor to
l'Icase our customers with better set-vice."
I' \11_, DeMYER
Store No. 1, Commercial Avenue
Phones 119 and 874
Paul DeMyer & Co.
Store No. 2, Fourth Street
Phone 99
Up-to-the-minute Sanitary
Meat Market and
Grocery.
We sell everything to he found in an up-to-date
Meat Market and Grocery' establishment. Out-
stock is all nice and Fresh and of hest quality.
We also buy and sell Poultry, Eggs and Butter.
Prompt Delivery.
  
FULTON ADVERTISER
New 14114migant for lamanimeauss 11.111.17 NINA
"I U. 0.Control of WeevilSpecialists Discover Remedy
Suitable for Use in
Grain Cars.
14,1 by
vi Attric.111111.• )
A new fumigant, a Melo IN Ili.11411.
1111.1 11011-14(1)10)11Ve bolt et-
to'olove foor the 11.,4111)11011 of w0000vila
ot a limit in grain 1.11711, tilts hoer) 111)1
k *Ted by spech111)41/1 Of the bureau
of 1'10'1111,10 , coollooloorootlog with the
bureaus of entonioology and ugrieulturtil
o'cooloomalcs of the United Slates 1M-
poortinent of .1grivoiliare. Tills new
funolgasit leaves D. • .10..olonlible odor
in the Hour or other produets :nude
froono the grain. It consists of a mix-
ture oof four volumes of ethyl acetate
‘.011 six. o ...mates of carbon tetrachlor-
ide.
Mad* Exhaustive Tests.
l'he new fumigant was di... evert d
as the result of an extenalve research
to into! something 10 take the place of
the highly inthinmouble and explosive
earloon disulphide owhicto was used ex-
telothely for fumigating grain, but the
oof wlolch in fumigating box cars
loaded with grain hils been prohibited
by nearly all the railroads in the ,00lon-
try, except at a few isolated points,
loecootose of the danger of lire and ex-
plosion.
Tests were made of mare than 100
organic elompointols anal various emu-
hinations of these upon three sp..ciea
oof grain weevils and the Indian meat
moult, boofore ollscoov era' of a suitable
tutnigano that W118 Ili n-expluaive. mon-
intlainnotolole, and without injurious ac-
tion .01 the grain or the produets man-
ufactured from the groin. This new
toolxture kills practically 100 per cent
of wooevilto, in .vheat loaded In box
cars, when used at the rate of not letiS
than 40 POunds per ,I,Otal cubic feet
oof air spave. At present prices the
oni.tare COMM 10 (.1.111a per pound. Fig-
uring the average Iii tit ear to have a
apoocit. of 2,750 cubit- feet and to he
leaded si ith 1,300 Mistook if wheat
the of fumigating will tte less
than a cent a bushel, otr to he exact.
4)1 1.11114 per 100 bushels.
Old Method Outlawed.
Since the old carbon disulphide
metleal, because of the danger of ex-
phosioon or tire. has b,-,-o outlawed by
tile rooliroads, exce;ot at twit terminate,
mind utt»At'll their only temporarily as
an emoorgeney nieueure, It Is apparent
that bolt for the discovery of a stole
effeethe method for fumigating, the
pra..tii.0 of fumigating In care would
soon have heel) 111104.111t11111...1. It Is es-
timated that the saving, effected by
fmodgooting all weevily grain
:thioant annually to approxim
$420,000.
The detailed restate of this work
shortly be published in a depart-
ment bulletin. A mimeographed sheet
deso•ribIng how to make and use the
new mixture can be obtained from the
hermit' of chemistry, United States De-
rt ment of Agriculture
Further experiments are contemplat-
ed to determine the suitability and
oof Ude mixture for fumigating
ele‘ators. dour mills, etc., and for
fotooligeting human habitations to de-
stroy various household Insects.
Method Found Good in
Ridding House of Mice
Barium earboomite is the most satis-
factory poisen for rats and mice. It
ran be obtained at most drug stores.
Three types of halt are recommended,
meat baits soot as hamburger am!
fish, cereal halts such as bread and
rolled oats, and vegetables and fruits
such us apple)) and commed corn. Mix
one part if barium carbonate With
four parts by weight of the bait. Mix
thooroughly. adding water when neves-
o-ary to make the bait moist. The halt
should be phteed where it casnot he
eaten b. olootioesticatecl animals, about
ene teaspoonful In a place. Rats and
mice :ire usually team simpletons of a
pois on bait if It Is placed in a paper
lug r In to piece of newsimper which
Is closed by twisting the ends together.
Not Hard to Determine
Value of Breeding He
liens lay the majority of eggs dur-
ing their first two laying seasons and
especially during their pullet year. If
they are early hatched. If a hen 1113s
well oluring her pullet year she slum O
be kept for another year as a breede:
If she lays well during her secoonol
year she shoould he kept for another
year as a breeder. The older site is
and the 1110re calling she survives the
better, for then she hae proved that Optical
the vitality to atand up tinder E f
non,: coontimied laying, and consequent
ly Is valuable as a bretaler.-Exten
aim Service, Colorado Agricultural
College.
\-1 WATCH CS t;Itt IRAI) BC:in-ART
Re! Estate arra Loans and Insutance
See us before you buy, borrow or hum.
f ice
City Natiomal Bank M /SS & I ( 1 I FuLToN,
All the Property listed below is for Sale or l'Aehange.
We offer the following Bargains in Real Estate:
FULTON CITY PROPERTY
One six-room dwelling on West street,
One nine-room dwelling on Maple street,
One six-room dwelling on 5th street,
One nine-room dwelling on Eddings street,
One large dwelling on State street,
One business house, one 8-oom brick veneer home on 3rd St.
We also have five of the best mercantile propositions in the
city, all showing a good profit.
FARM LANDS
l'of; acres 4 miles north of Fulton, well improved.
194 acres near Cayce, Ky.
81; acres within 4 miles of Fulton, one of the best improved
farms in this locality.
720 acres of well improved farm lands in Mississippi county,
M issouri.
165 acres near Moscow. Ky.
44 acres 2 miles north of Fulton, well improved.
44 acres 5 miles north of Fulton, in Hickman county, Ky.
50 acres 4 miles north of Fulton, in Hickman county, Ky.
95 acres 5 miles north of Fulton, in Hickman county, Ky.
50 acres 4 miles north of Fulton, in Hickman county, Ky.
951 in Obion county, Tennessee.
2,000 acres in Ballard county, Kentucky, well improved and in
a high state of cultivation.
1,185 acres in Ballard county, Ky.
1,100 acres in McCracken county. Ky.
11,500 acres in Marshall county, Ky-
Having disposed of $79,800.00 worth of property since April,
we feel that we are due your consideration.
FARM LOANS
We represent the strongest Farm Loan companies doing
business in this vicinity, and can make you a loan on either a
long or short time, with or without commissions, at a low rate
of interest.
We write all forms of Insurance on farm properties. Also life, accident
and health Insurance.
We can Rent, St:II or Exchange your property and colleet your Rent.
All kinds of pretty gifts at
Bennett's Drug Store. 3t
Read the advertisements in
this paper.
Hand us a dollar. bill and
get your name on the Advertis-
er list as a regular subscriber.
Yew, you can get just what
you want for a gift at Bennett's
Drug Store, on Main street. 31
Raad the advertisements in
this paper.
Preparation of Soil
lotoop and thorough prepara-
tion oof the soil is the funda-
mental upon which to build
L700.1 S11111111or garden. Vege
iiilj:'l, 1111% e preferences just M.
do ityl plc, some like to be in
the fool: sunshine and enjoy hot
is cut her, others tire more sena].
Isoo and prefer cooler condi-
toons and occasionally a little
sliaolloog. Some like a rich soil
and ooti.ers like a moderately
-1-11 soil, None CatIve on a poor
soil.
1
ficiency
J Careful service is charac-
teristic of our eye examin
ations. Our experience
makes our tests unerring
and your eyes are safe In
our care. We can relieve
all forms of eye strain,
take av,r .v thrice frow;11
and overcome headaches.
g Don't wait until it's too latt
but tuts.'e your eyes eramted now.
M. F. DeMyer &Sons
.++++++++++++111.114.1H1411,
Fulton's Oldest Bank
"Solid as the Rock of Gibraltar"
Let the First Nationa1!
he your business
Partner.
Whether you are a new friend or an old
one we extend you a hearty welcome. We
want you to feel that this is YOUR bank,
and that WE are YOUR hankers and your
FRIENDS, too.
First National Bank
Fulton, Ky.
R. II. Wade, President
R. B. Beadles, N'ice President
Geo. T. Beadles, Cashier
Paul T. Boaz, Bookkeeper
3+++++++44+44÷1.+44.14.14.4.4.,444.
Dr. J. J. 11(11's1
In l'harge. , I
•••••••••••••••**********4.4.
A
PHOTOGRAPH
FOR
CHRISTMAS
OUR HOLIDAY SPECIAL
One 7x1I Portrait $1.00
An opportunity to have your Christ-
mas photographs taken now and
save money. Settle 12 of your Gift
problems now with Photographs.
L'aN est Facto folder front $3.00 to $12.00
Cole's Lake Street Studio
When writlug a Ititik. :a
hopes that there w i!1 be no re-
ply. just give it :nn niur husband
to mail.
:Anon,. people- are seldom sat-
isfneo wilt this world until they
reach :he next and wish they
.;.ick again.
----- -
Any one can buy a map of
Europe, but it takes it prophet
to trace the boundary lines.
— —
Ignorance covers a muititude
of sins that always find fel-
low out in FUlliffl.
automobile thieves flour-
ish much longer they w il!
have to begin stealing th•
cars ovec again.
If you pine for a harm:. t•
give your wife an oer
opportunity to comp!air
Of course. there is no ho•
against fattening chickens on
aid 'Lilco eating them.
---
Just to get ahead of our bro-
ther editors. we suggest !hat
you do your Christmas -hop-
ping early.
No, sister, the gunk Nib. put
the jazz into music did:'t put
it in after all. He iost n•rowd-
ed the music out.
In these days you can'.
a man out of a monkc
neither can you make
spectable member tel snie•
of a brainless idiot wb,
armind on street c,
makes vulgar remai
every woman who pass
ble minded degenerates
be in asylums for int'
where they belong.
When a peppery old
told his wife she had no
she meekly pleaded gui
the charge and pointed
as the greatest evidence
fact.
The loud moutho!
heard—the ye, -------
and known.
No work.
to it.
'ow 
....wro..."4""6"...1.00..........0.0111110.••••.....-
lor.• -
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TRADEls DAY SPECIALS AT KHOt JIM BROS. STORE
He Was First ,
in war, first in peace and first in
the hearts of his countrymen...
firmly an "American Gentleman."
anzakan Waldman
ZNICES
arelirm in style, iiicst in quality and first inner-
vice. Their built-in character reflects thein-
akviduality of the wearer. They are yours for
the ohoosing, and their price spells economy.
Big Lot of Odds
and Ends
Ladies )ford pinups and Coloniak 4.1.  (is
high heels; former prices $5 to $10 go at ‘P I • 1
$1.00 men's blue shirts - 
- •7
$1.50 men's fancy dress shirts, fast color'. CZ 1
ill collar band or collar attached, go at ell .11"
Oc yard men's silk stripped
shirting will go at, per yard
150 Ladies' t iionsuits, Ii o neck
sleeves, knee length, will go at
A big lot of Ladies brush wool Sweaters,
former price $8.50 and $111.00 go at $3.08 add $4.98
$8.00 Ladies all wool hea%% robe
S% eaters will go at $3.98
BLANKETS! and it is time to use them
$3.50 double blankets 68\76 w ill go at $1.98
and a big line of wool nap and all wool, at reasonable
prices. (;tiarantee to so%c /II 1111/Eley. Sec us before
buying.
36-inch wide, best Outing in darks, fancy
and solid colors. SPECIAL. 5 yards for
Other width Outings at 17 1-2 ets
Don't fail to see our Christmas displays of
Perfumes, Toilet Waters, face and talcum
powder, compacts, candle sticks and hand-
made Gifts.
35c
98 (Its
$1.00
onmovimaouvloutivi
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
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Hard to Believe!
And after all these years of foot trouble.
Why! its hard to imagine the differeme
until you try them.
almaican e.nifatian
omei-Ez
are scientifically constructed to relieve and
and prevent a large number of foot ailments.
They are made from Genuine Australian
Kangarco Leather which insures 100 per
cora comfort and service, and all this at
prices thet will prove a pleasant surprise.
The above prices are for Wednesday only. Great Bargliiiis for YOU.
KHOURIE BROS., Lake St., Fulton, Ky.
Published Wenins'.
It. S. WILLIAMS
Fattier and Piallislaer
httlitla 446 Lithe •,:troo•t.
—
Stabsvriptiun Price $1.0e per year
-
.1qapitiratiou has been isittle to en-
ter ails public:at un second
i!. .• 1. -!•"•..• :!T .IM.
tient.ucio,
NO ILLUSIONS HERE
Admiral you Tirpitz. former
head of the German me% y. says
that "EuropL brought culture
to American countries five him- CROSSROADS OF MAN-
tired years ago, and it should HOOD
now be a very priind task tor Yoong men budding into
America today to save Europe- manhood should remember
an culture from inevitable de- that it is just as easy to go
struction." straight as it is to be crooked.
The admiral, then naively There is everything to gain by
adds: "It is only by pursuing going straight and everything
such a course that she (Amer- to lose by being crooked.
ica) can hope to have with her Parental influence has its ef-
the sympathies of ...he world in feet. but a youth approaching
the inevitable competition with the crossroads of manhood
the Japanese." makes his own choice as he en-
Reading between the lines. ters t great maelstrom of
this would seem to he a sort of life. He has reached the age
veiled threat that if the Amer- of sell determination and is m-
ica!) people do not dig down in- sentful of interference with his
to their money bags and hand desires.
ove-r the yellow metal, Et.ro- At this age it is well for hint
pean countries will all go to the to remember that the man who
dogs and then sit idly by and is successful and honored today
watch the Japanese devour us is the one who chose the
at their leisure. straight path and denied him-
Von Tirpitz and other solici- self the fictitious indulgencies
tolls gentlemen on the other of youth, while the one who is
aide of the Atlantic should lose without honor and without for-
no sleep regarding our status tune followed the gilded will-
in a possible war v:ith Japan. o'-the wisp to the destruction
We have so illusions over of his manhood and of his
iout, hopes. 
if we are forced to defend There is no middle of the
or-elves against Japenese ag-• road course.
gression we will have to fight
alone. And we-can do it, even We thoroughly approve of
if we are a peace loving court- Mrs. Coolidge when she says
try. that the first duty of a ,cife is
Fear of Japanese reprisals to look after her home and the
would preNent aid from aby comfort of her husband. That
country to the. south of us, CV- comfort stuff will sure catch
en if they were in a position to the men.
render such aid. which they
are not. Yes, marriage %cal always be
Jealousy and a secret desire a certainty as long as we have
to see the great American giant people with unlimited courage.
crippled commcre:ally wouid
probably prevent any Europe- When a girl accepts a Win-m-
an country from raising a hand it is an indication that she ap-
in our behalf. proves of the grade of candy ; Read the advertisements in
As to the sympathy of the he takes around. this paper.
resi of the world, that is a mat
ter that will neither concern us
greatly or deter us a particle
when the army of an invader
approaches ii Sh”I'V, —if one
ever does.
Admiral von Tirpitz du-
not understand us any better
today than he did in the days
just preceding our entry into
the late Wktr.
III the matter of age we are
an infant among the nations of
the earth, but we are at least
able to toddle alone and retain
it firm grip upon our self re-
•pect.
Weii., not buy European
sympathy with American gold.
L.
St oN es! Stoves! Stoves!
Are you prepared for the cold winter blasts. Come in
and select the stove you need and we will install it in
your home on short notice. We have a complete stock
to select from at reasonable prices. In fact, we are
prepared to serve you with a joint of pipe, Aove or
furnace complete.
This is
the Gift
Store.
cum, see
our bountiful
display of
PYREX
Transparent
0% enware.
ware. China-
ware, Child's
wagims,
Tricycles,ete
2UPTEZI2OR CKIWULATOR
Distribo.la Comfortable Warmth Thruout Several Connecting Rooms
1.77-444101 Cat Filack and Nu.kel
cr.it Gray or Blue Enamel
..........,_.r lifeat Discharged
Fr .,m Top Openings 
Revers:ble Pipe Collar
f Air Flue Detween
I Fire Charnt•er and Casing
C:rculat.on 7:1 •ea4 
_
of Radiat,an
 
L 2r—war
•.?
Cool Al, Taken
in at .Bottort.
Ni
Laige flae Cle:i anc e )).
Late • Capacity
sh P V BRIDGE & BEACH
LOUIS
NAP• SIT
Beautiful
Display oj
 
 Electrical
Fixtures,
Duplex Grates for
Coal ot Wood 
 
Silverware
Itiidge•Beach
Special Draft Slide
Takes Up Small
Floor Space
Ideal for Use in HOUS2S Having no Basement for a Furnace
Remember, this is the "Winchester Store," and we
have just the gun you want, ammunition, etc.
This Store is headquarters for all kinds of
A.HUDDLESTON Et CO 
f R CAN XMCMSiaaf". NCE
FLENAEN-rs
MAIN STREET FULTON, KY.
am'
U.
JOHN HUDDLESTON
399 .1 * Nli ;EL: ,39f)
•.# • • " • „'; :•••. ; •
• // ofr •
II:n{111(9. IAlnill)(9. CO.
LUAIEEi?,
hill ot material.
/•"`
Let us build your home
on Easy Monthly Payments.
Fulton Lildig & Loan Associa;on
Capital $1,500,000
\
4 ••••- •
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Itlyt..dw" • F
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Office 
opposite Ice 
1.1actor •
0111 InaneJi2,:tinst Fir!:
I and Tornado I 
'lit NI; with
\ Paschall & Bennett.-
W. 3. Gayle
LEW1N.CTPF
& BUILF11 /
ph,,„,. :7- / ETHRIDGu
nitractor and
...fillit
II!iii
116111111111 r777.771).- 4111
YE)111'S -:L-1
- .#'IS IIIE T DRAE E W.‘NT. '
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i 
Ic ;1 iT um., and .1111 die
t your patronage Is the most
fl p rtant thing we want.
PlElt(*E. CEQUIN
'LT( )N hi Y.
WO. 
Itatusey Snow
E. T. CATHEY
CORTRACTOR Att
tuiLD[R.
_
& Kelley
--77% Paint and Papering
Contrac!.
Phone (f24.t.
•
‘".`"".•
ill ulton 
tectrtcal Co
ULU% 
gAS.
will, 16
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If you are thinking of building a home, better consult with the firms on
this page. They can be relied on to give perfect satisfaction.
1•
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Editor null Puldivlier
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subscription Di me Si 00 per year
ssin
Mis heen made lo en-
ter this 001.16-J1.0u to. secund
inane, at Ihr
scuituels.
AS THE EDITOR SEES IT
-----
Mr. Coolidge says that he
owes everything to his wife.
is an honest confession for
which the president is to be
comm('nded.
We cannot all be presidents,
inn there is nothing to prevent
oar recognition of the value and
t•oiestalllet` our wives are to us.
A good woman is always au
iispiration to matt, whether
she be a vale or mother.
Men are prone to profit front
wifel) wisdom without accord-
ing the recognition it deserves.
Often it is only the usual
thoughtlessness of the sterner
sex, but at times it is pure ego-
tistical selfishness.
"fhe mother of man justifies
her existence a million fold.
tier mere presence is as ener-
vating as a fresh breeze on a
sultry summer day.
The most that we can possi-
bly say is not a tenth of what
she deserves.
People who don't want to set-
tle down to business sometimes
find it embarrassing when the
time comes to settle up.
Fault finding and grumbling
ober economic conditions may
relieve exasperation to a slight
extent, but they do rot remove
btlle cause for complaint.
Patience is a virtue. and vir-
tue wins its own reward, but
only when both are followed
To a logical conclusion.
CondiMons in this country
are not satisfactory. but vocif-
erously voicing our dissatisfac-
tion will not improve them.
Patient and sv stematic effort
toward production and econo-
my will restore prosperity in
time, but uncertainty and con-
tinued vacillation will have un-
Aire -onosite--tfiectr- -
Wisdom points the road for
its to follow. The way may be
long and the toil may be great.
but the reward of perseverance
awaits as at the end of the
trail.
There seems to be a tenden-
cy on the partr of many people
to continually criticise others
of their acquaintance. It isn't
done with the intention of do-
ing harm to the person criticiz-
ed--at least nut always—but is
-imply a case of seeing the
\Yore side of human nature
when the brighter side could
iewed to much better ad-
vantage. None of Os are per-
fect —not even the critics them-
selves—but we would all be
better citiens if we were to eon-
me ourselves to recognizing
and fostering the good in hu-
manity instead of stirring up
he bad.
There is said to be more
crime in the United States to-
day than at any ot:ter time in
the history of the country. And
we have more aliens who are
opposed to law and order than
at any other time. It is time
tor 11,4 to take a kindergarten
coarse in common sense and
learn a few needed lessons. No
government is so strong as to
be immune from undermining
by secret forces opposed to it.
A Chicago paper avers that
-riven a pickle and a few mom-
tnts of undisturbed time, a
woman can solve any problem
Oct earth.- Give 'em a barrel,
brother. give 'ern a barrel, arni
elect 'ern all to ciu4;:.ess. Just
lloW the country is sorely in
mond of an army of s•dvers.
Affisities Sc- becoming so
commonplace t hey are seldom
Ale to icep into the headlines.
In all poli:e circles it is as-
sumed that a prize husband
sews on his own buttons. What
IS your s, at us
The man who exercises his
jawbone and not his backbone
will soon have nothing but jaw-
bone left.
Hand as a dollar hill and
get pair name on the Advertis-
er !NI as a regular subscriber.
Care should I.u. taken
the colors nod upts,hitr uf 011:111.
Bungalow of the Old-Fashioned
Cottage Type Makes Pretty 11'.iinu
re-
,Arld
(7.7/
AtAv Of :4
—.9
Floor
at ,/v A RADFORD
Mr A •• A. ltadford Kramer
- • • (ISO &debt, 1,1tEliOV
•-••• •u• •.• oiotolente psrtalning to the
•utue.s oi handing, for the readers of
this satisr On acemint of tits wids
as Selltor: Author and Menu-
fa. tuft..., he ii wi....out doubt, the rash-
est aaiborltr WI the *Wbfe,- 1.. Address all
inquirme tu Wilham A. Radford: No. lS27
- Prsirts taverns., kitileasto, ill.. aril *MS
bolo. two-ceot stains for repiv
noises of simple lines are attrac-
tive At ,o they enable the home build-
er to at no-re cuocita mud mots..
forta for a given expeuddure of county
thou moat ether how* lotildilig de-
sigua. That is the reason a great many
hotna builders are Out lairltnig back to
the aort of butters that aere built In
Cu earlier years of this country.
klualea of frame oonstruction. as
those Masse* evilstraeleti whol-
ly of lumber are called, w cry, pocubir
in the Colonial titbits bet-suer elongttw
Atlantic seacoast Mintier atm pirialful.
1. only WAS the effort yet:mired to
fell the trees and hew not loge into
timber: of require.] !Me. But niun
of these homes that wise built ,
lute:ore !!... Ites.,luitionary wnr are no..
stantlitig. lttey are used ail models h.
manly of tee drasent-da) artilt,-. a•.:uo
are called opon to design pra•licai.
economical homes for the mod rn home
on news. late these :tomes are •co-or.
',united modern con,enoniCes ant root.
.arrangefisesi ts diet correspond with
modern Ideas of home interlors
With Winter's Approach
Look to Cellar Windows
Anotier lllnciTltt: entry of Ii.e •,:ontt,
hae to do tvitt, cellar wiretoke and
gratings tJf c.iUrse. (Maw a;•••,,A be
painted, exposed as they ,are. and now
Is a c;,...1 Hale to attend to the job.
Lightlog in lie cellar will be Improved
If wall and ether surfaces near the
windows are painted whit--. espeeially
If the windows tree set .,r, I nenr
the ceiling. •
If cmudructlf1111 I. Witt chit good re.
fleeting surfamm are not near the win
dow-s. it willipay to secure a fen pieces
of wallboard. These should be mit to '
fit the spheee about the window's..
primed with shellac, painted a tile and
nailea fah/ 'dace.
The same bles Is worth tryine
around the cellar eieotric light a lit-
tle osoboact or asbestos aliestluIng
painted white. faationecl 1.1 the ceiling
silo'sp each light, will :make a Mg dif-
forence. Do ant Neglect the cellar
door; It needs painting inside and out
Grate Ash Chute
Nice, b., 414 a ampler, withont an
Mai chei,e. and in handing rho emirs I
ns:ilte It of rifliclent size to take rms.
of 1111 tett-% ,a1 est and wood. Th.
greatest 11....take is to build one niiieh
10 so small that It clogs op and makes
ntore work than to shovel not the ash
in the first plane. At autonr•t• ash
pit door Is •-•a the market no I op--n.
through the sveight of the iish .ind
damps automatically.
Window Leak
slang windows thettugh lose ••f puns
permit ri,n and wind to filter into the
house. Is a condition . v-
ery home should protect ag.iitt.;
I,,,, in the res.
putt' • ! !...re necessary.
Plan.
.t blunt 110110,1i the final of
ninny old .1therlc. is ,liowri
It-c, ut,--1111,iir1)ilig ;111.,1 r .tIort I ".
Is le.11Illig asrlsh the cs
appearance •tf title Meow, but It
appearane.• of being all that Ito
home implies. It provide, ti..
sized rooms. all the home 011.1.1.
asa abited 4 etwatknaii.ilt .44141/Al.
ultra er-c ;ten mt. ..; the old , •
cut inge.
rile central entranee
reetl) Into 1111. lit lit:: Moot
Is 12 feet wide d 21
long. It woo ..11 1•111.,
of the entrance •I•tor .,11 ot• er. fl
the end-, provIding good 11;4111 sin-1
tentlInfloa. 111 ceelei ..t the in.
side w:ull is Set :111
Ito-trig room to ,'
f. tl
1. liii
•r
.1. 0
01.1
I oder
.•••.•-oe•n• a •
w.tr-t ilto- • •
tug
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Saving on Plumbing
When Home-Building
A ••• n,1•1-
ing eons! rt. :so:. •.iderit
%elm follow the 0..1.- is •u- ,1,-d In
Ott' booklet. "I;.-,••••:dticoted
itequiretuents f,,r lo.talls-
Lions In Dwellings and Smut,. r ItiOlcI
lngw is•o•Titly 11..• Depart-
1111'111 1.1M..1111.r, p-
T1,7:i ',Tort the ' ntesti-
gallon-, and tes•- .-n.I ;.;.• I .,,..ler the
direetIon of the house
dirkiini in co orero I 11.11 '
of thslillguisles1 c1h.:"•••••r, \ pert
plunibers, and •. • .uf
from a:to to Siot ,•• I in
the
the
• .11 be
eafely ,-f nt
ate, torawriy r.,111
4011111tOol; and 1...0 .11 1111 rattle
cases :1-In• I !thief'
of ;be 4 in.!, by
many nom,. ire, .•..!,.
copies of 'hi- e It.
falned frem t. , of
(;.,..111/i1,111 1 - • 1 if.
new Wo•Ier.r on C HI ci
copy.
Selecting Col.
. Ins
It I,
ecesolo!, lo pat Solt for .1 that
will wear two season., 'a-.I.-,,t -.1 pay-
Ing Sto f••r Hist will oeuir hut one
season. TI•erefore. paint wade of
white lin 1 wine oxide .0 zinc
mitred In pure ra,s lin,....1 .er If A
...elor in de,,rcd "Tilt pure
color shoii1,1 he !I-ell to 0.1 the de.
Fired shade. 5,-rot ;Mr.. cot-, i. Iv the
formula MI the SS :ire good
linei bad {mints. ;,n,1 1,11,1 realtt
coat more than the best
1
THE
( :it) National Bank
Fulton County's Forrest Bank
lkrs to you
S.‘14'14:1'
SERVICE
A N
A Depository for
Your Funds
PERSONA 14 SERVICE iS MC of our immutable
pidicies %illicit means more than just a safe-keeping of
%our funds, and our officers are al‘says ready and
Minn to ad % ise ith '011 in regard to your financial
problems.
Ti)I:1 I Assets S913.563.79
I \ STRUNG BANE."
4,11111mmomar..--.;,--11r.orsismsear,latri raa==.1.11111iina
1111111111110111110 esentweenekeetoollIMINIIIIIIIIMentease
Railroading
Just Begun
We have our store rammed full of
Bargains and we are going to Railroad
everything. Look at these prices
1 New Boss Cooking Stove Range only $21.00
1 Burner Oil Stove, any make $4.00 to $12.00
I Solid Oak Safe - - only $ 2.75
Six-toot Oak Dining Tables $3.00 to $15.00
Good Used Beating Stoves
at half price.
If we haven't got what you want we will get it and will
save you half on it. We also rebuild ranges, stoves and
repair any kind of stove. Expert Upholstering and high
grade Refinishing furniture. The oldest Second-hand busi-
ness in Ful!on. We buy anything and sell everything.
HOMER T. SMITH
On the Hill, near M. E. church, Fulton, Ky. Phone 770
We can ship you away. We do crating.
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COME IN EARLY-
1 M. F. DeNTYER & SONS
1.••••••••••••••110. ••••••••••••••
N.ver before have we been able to ofrcr such a
complete display of
( ;I VING.
rTN
and VIEW THIS WON DERFUL Showin
Headquarters for Christmas Shoppers.
GIVE JEWELI?Ir Ti
CHRISTMAS
Jewelry Lasts.
That's one of the good reasons for
selecting it for gift purposes. An-
other is the ease with which a suc-
cessful choice may be arrived at.
Especially at this store, where a
complete display of attractive \ al-
ues awaitsyour visit.
IS
-
VAL
)r .64 ),
^15•V_LI
14;1.4 7
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A STRING of PEARLS
AN IDEAL GIFT
Will make HER happy.
This is the one gift which finds a
woman's heart an easy target a
string of well-matched pearls. But
the cost is not prohibitive. Come
in and let us show you some won-
derful values at a wide range of
prices.
Everything to make your Christmas shopping a delightful pleasure.
Diamonds, jewelry, watches, silverware, imported China, cut glass and the newest novelties. A magnificent array of all
that is rich, beautiful and artistic. The diamond cutter, the jeweler and the silversmith have certainly sent out this
seasons the most exquisite articles, specially designed for rich gifts. Our great holiday display fairly sparkle and glints
with beauty and brilliancy. Don't feel that you have to buy if you come in. You are more than welcome to just take a look.
iliNEE45"litTardiEr
SHOP EARL1
Again we urge that you shop early before the
stock is all picked over and the rush is on. It
will be our pleasure to give you all the assist-
ance possible in selecting gifts for friends and
loved ones, and gifts will be reserved until you
call for them.
M. F. DeMyer & Sons
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
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Almost every
kind of
LAMP
Bridge
Table
Floor
$8.50 up
AN CH kilt Hilt
or NIOTHER
GIVE FURNITURE
THE LAST1NC GIFT
THIS CHRISTMAS
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A GIFT FOR ALL THE HOME.
Pretty Living-room Furniture in Newest
designs. See them.
b.++ + + 4-44++++++ + + ++ 4-:•++ + + + + + +4.4. + •t• 4-
+
BUY NOW.
Pay Later..s
EASY'
+
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Many New Suites for the
Bedroom. Let us show vou.•
•
Doll Buggies for the Children.
Very Reasonable in Price.
THE TRUE SPIRIT of Gift Givingfinds its highest expression in gifts
which administer to the daily comfort
and welfare of the one we would re-
member.
Furniture is that Gift.
, 1111- 'III
,H 411. qt1ill
See our
wonderful
showing of
TAB!
We have many
sizes and
finishes
"•••
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•
CEDAR CliFSTS,
THE Giki.s GIFT
$13.50 and op.
Select Now.
We will store
it for you and
deliver Xmas
qt.
e\r. 
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The very Best Gift for Mother
and be sure it is a
HOOSIER.
Graham Furniture Co.
LAKE STREET, FULTON, KV.
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Itrundle-bed or cuddled in a mother's arms. That was a 11
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circer
re is no page mio:c replete with joyous
mas we rememb r only as described in
its influence thr gh the spirit
fellows.
We may have lain in
sleighs, Santa Claus, candy and toys, when the veri- ,
est romance of Yuletide was so real! We never for-
get 1,1.1*
kjLBut how mystically they merge into another
epoch. With the diminishing vision of Santa
1- k,mc :iii.'ostries and NVi!..c Fulton a Poi
IITON Al)
2;/•-- .4)
-40 Pr I tlri
Jti.4.11
I'., 23, l')2;
It. S. Williains, hiblislker
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N HUMAN experience thc
association. The first Christ
sacred story, and we visualize
exomplified in the lives of our
0The next Christmas we cannot recall.
lowed Christmas! j.•
Then followed anniversaries teeming with visions of
•
those days.
May this Yuletide be brighter and happier than
i .
4,) 1'0110
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, we become aware of a better Christmas in the conscious love
• ?•••;.•-•
4, and loyalty of others. And then—
.
"4k In years that follow, the Christmas season becomes rich--t
er and more beautiful. It has lost the confusion of toys
. and confections. But in all these years there has been
- 
growing a tree that is ever green—upon it
,f a thousand glittering spangles—hallowed
• 2-7,
sa, :. 1" 
•• 01, s memories of those who played with us
,,,-, around our earliest Christmas trees, orsnared the season's festivities in later years.
. 
efres ling are the recollections that flood upon us as a newer generation takesour place in the pleasures and happy illusions of Christmas.
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Hand Us a DoHar Bill So 'We Can Add Your Narne to Our List.
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THE FARMERS BANK
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Then. Is a Reason
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Irby 1)rug Co'
Is Headquarters for
Choicost Candies
411(1 Toilet All
,
I nervicr and ( ualii 1)1.11S
Is a feature of this store.
IRBY i)RI,J(y CO.
Str.act, Fulton, Ky.
1 fall. \S'I• 111•1•\ I II SI1)ek
frItV(Pryt 11.1111' I1/ hi' 1411111(1
•lIl ;111 llp-I11-11;111'
(1111;:; ,1111•1'.
6.•
Phone 75
.1 i v, 11. 41.1.tms
CITY TRANSFER
Hauling Household goods
a Specialty.
R. Phone 713. Office 198. Fulton, ky.
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Buy You r Coal
TO=DAY
11e err propared to fill your c4)11 order with
ate 4,:ual you want. The price of cosi tit te
riiue. ',ill soon ad; knee a ;tood deal.
01 e its mit- order highly and sa‘e twine\ .
1114•'t del' tenor. for dela i' ill cost tunite‘ .
4CITY.,qqA1L Co.
Cioche Influmce
Still Holds Sway
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rade ‘vith the adver-
tisers in this paper if ‘-ou
Close-Fitting Type Not to Be
Lost in Winter rind
Spring Modes.
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Nu. 1.-Black Hatters' Plush, Serrh-C,
recto,. Effect. No 2--Ci',so. Ft
ting Hat of Purpte Velour No 3-
Velours and Bro., Ve;ve!. No »-
Coppery-Red Velours. C:uSie, of
Peathet-6 A6
Flexible Bracelet of
One to Two.Inch Width I
want the beg values.
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Christmas in Br:tish Isles
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Tsys fer Srt,a!I Children
I:
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RcHie(lies
And Where to buy 'Roil].
EVANS DRUG (10.
re liAchisk e Agent,
CALL PHONE 95
.\ hot ;igen!,
Leggett Famous Chocolates (e‘chiske)
Fastinint Kodaks and Supplies.
Stin-Tox Preparatiints.
Evans Urug Co.
2 Rexall Stores. Free delivery service
1:1111.M, Ks.
_
Wear Vacs V-
Thib Year
Red
VAN
They fed like velvet
and wear like iron.
The VaeLlUill process
unites the rubber and
fabric into one piece
that defies hard wear.
The heel and sole
can't pull off.
We have your size.
•s,rer
•
MORRIS &
"Hic .1111,e:idler Shot: \iatt-
Lake Street .ulton, \
i7 -4:::;,ii ;,,,4.! Jets
ttifzvor P.. 4•4. ....riiiiit 1(1 01 'la
The dairyman who is getting
milk profits this year is the fel-
low who has found out how
to get more milk at less cost
per pound !
He Feeds
Purina Cow Chow
Purina Cow Chow fed accord-
ing to the speciv.I pasture di-
rections keeps cows producing,
to capacity. And what's
more-it keeps them in fine
condition for heavy production
all through the fall and winter.
When herds fed only on ras-
ture slump, Cow Chow fed
herds are making the most
money. Tlie few cents invest-
ed in Chow Chow are yielding
dairymen in this section big
returns! Phone us to send out
your Cow Chow today.
Browder Milling
Company
Distributors
Fulton, Ks
"LP
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Spi.cial
h ;roc-cries.
Cu red
q=„tioney 20c lb.
• .
Nb7 S and FRbITS
for the holiday season.
417 MAIN ST. Phone 199 4.
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218 Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
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Stdpie and fancy
Groceries.
Ilere you II find the freshest stock of Groceries
obtainable. We are splendidly stocked to supply
you with nice fresh ingredients for your Christmas
cakes, , I hir prict..,; arc reasimable all be time.
Frdits, Nuts and CANRES.
Main Street, l'houe 111 . Rural l'hone 121
C.!
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WHEN IN FULTON
EAT AT
Smith's Cafe
BIG DINNER EVERY DAY
50 cents
1.
;
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Worit of Habits
ko-or
Playing Futures
A hail IS I III 111.01. holm.;Ii
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1110 lIly efTt•et on the lovers of to
"I should slly not," replied the movh•
Ir, Ica. proprietor. "They ne‘ er %zilch
tI pictures." — American Legion
_
Weekly.
Mutual Help
"Nladge 'I lilt It. hooppy with that
decrepit old noon. ewrt though he is
rl. h."
"OM. I don't know. (Me WO
Mliii Illat the happy mitrriage Is ss here
she takes :•aro. of his Ills and he til.trsi
rare. Irer
A Waste of Provender
fila‘%fl--I tOtt•ss I ga,
 
a 111111
Milos s .I111. food for thought 2
Nadir—Little use. I'm afraid; t. -
brim n la ..n a perpetual fast
VERY SIMPLE
I a, ,.,,n
toI oh 1.1* 111111111)
P :111 S11111.11' or nr,t.
tor 
-11.51.1 vaorry, Mr
IT'. .. 5 rI
Good Combination
As all gor..I pr,alocts shoula.
Irrefutable Proof
..%‘1,11 Ito, gr.•rd detarake to
CIda 11, i:Otal dose WaS (al Ch'll .
la-ore-1..1rd a altar?"
"lire t`cnolo prints In the
. American 1Veekly,
Hono, Explains
"If you slow any signs of
0 II lat% y or's argument iieit
Stop..
A Rare Pleasure
"sa ru enjoy r.,!oisin4 ,tr
Sleuthing
:It' t'ant Iroy cOttl
ride with the advei- .,,,,„„ :„..„„ w„,, lOS mrse 1.1or!e.1 in
"Ile sTi the villsIn's trill. I hetcha "
tisers in this paper if you
want the best values.
She Certainly Had
,,5 ept lindat
11 , 1. ., rim. I !meld every.
r
 ,men
..4..yonsipomulawre.P...V111
L 
...Y
-10/111111W111111411111111111111.-
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Pretty display of Sll .K UNDERWEAR reasonably priced
+++++44+4.4.+++a-•:••:••:•a•a•+-:- 
e+++.:.4.4-Sa•+;••••
Wednesday Morning
We Offer a Ileautiful collection of Fall Silk and Cloth
Dresses
Drastically Reduced
$10.50 $15.50 $19.00
Formerly Priced F tru. . Priced i
$16.75 $19.75
Dress values extraol ,.nary. Smartly styled Cloth in
all the newest colors. This is your opportunity to buy a
new dress at greatly reduced prices - the best chance
you ever had.
JUST ARRIVED
A matchless collection of !tresses and Coats from New
York City for your inspection. All of the season's most
favored and finest materials.
Irby's Upstairs Fashion Shop is the place to get the
best values. Today we. inaugurate a Fashion and econ-
omy event of the Utmost Importance to women of Ful-
ton and vicinity. Accept this as an invitation to visit •
Irby's Upstairs Fash ion Shop
Mrs. Guy Irby, Manager
218 Lake Street, up stairs 1:tilton. Ky.
Make Her happy
CHRISTMAS
Watch the rays cf sunshine enter the eyes as she ad-
mires this beautiful STAR sedan. Tell her that it is hers
for keeps and make her happy. A gift that will assure
everlasting pleasure.
Star Sedan delivered in Fulton $935.00
TWO-STATES AUTO CO.
Fred Tow his. Manager.
300 Walnut St, Fulton, Ky. Phone 584
 so& 
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11011'11111111•11t ...mom, h., 
',oiliest
Furs Are Use.cl to di the world oi 111.111011All) Of these I. tu....11 ell 1111' gowns.
Trim All A pnarel,-...,.." •'..h • 414(111e. for street, oiortn, or 1.1....inoot.
wear. Fox, oktink, kolltiskv,
A niImtk, gabk 11.1111111•111111. :111111111111i oL, IL
COW", Vu/reps end Ilea‘' .1. ed lenient lone tlii.K0 still
gear Enhanced by Display , 111111
11.Y are Introduim.i 111 1•Ne
of Rich Peliry. 
Mug gowns and wraps Some of the
, dodo/mire are 1114111l: lie fla 11'1111111
11 1,
of 4001114111e II* loot cotispliiiimi fen
!eskers 1.144 aeknow Itolge tare owl nre using It with extraia
airloblior tkr IrtIl,MllI$ gowtia i ons,
far
'4" fir 
ll,it 
11.41 gl'e" 
Iv 
Ihr "41.'4! IlOmpthing striking. alum., frealsioh, In
wuwo• olio said mho .11.1 h. 5110W one ,traiiii.inxu. .4f14•1114.4•14 ah11111 of Meek
• "1"""I It. 
ivau 
f'ir It"' "•• 11111111 V11111 lel 111111 1,1t. fur* Ma
ck fox
titetelatialo w.f Is seiteen's and ermine, and e coneptroom motlf
styiee, otee..,..o. ,vritor IN the fsirn„,.1
1". MW Tr& 
,/,.„.,,,,00rs 
Stteklier .10 1.1.1. .:11i./11114,11tre types
Pm." a" i"u'irat'l 1"..Ti/1111" eltertiotes. In iin 
for
IUIr '''unl'""r fOr01411 HP..4144 444'4 or wear,
(1614' v."' rile/ 
at.
 
l';"1 
tall 
$3. bin.* vehet, .1..th of gom 111111
16'64.• 14". 1.‘"4" '1'4'4* 
1
05" It"' •./df!. !,?.,:t•I • rt•--w,... h.,n,!- •.? tht.se
it loon.. at.siers foniiing the entire gornimit In an pc
, 
r“'ri ,i'm' enteric tailleor (hr.: Ins nod tails. Ha
ceN., ".'4"t" 
„, 
"11. l trotadea of It,., hunt, ownl the, some
orlon." •diky feekeig. ill ...• I..•11....1 tO 
„hat oaroinz
How Fur Is Used
„a& twr ehout 141 neok, rat' hoe. many ia.ai. 
la ,
0,11 tId•ilak.11.11 $111:41.1,1•4. •••1 1,f/111111i ,
more
6'11.". eteriventbdi,i II 
Ii
III ,,..• ,,f for-
.ire -41. I. ,•r. .1 
10 Itautli i• .• from
thew* to hero
'Um r% 1401. t• .11 fur oa goo ma.
• dillr.s 'Oda 1114444•V. 1:,,,t %antler.
▪ Altia.”1 J., .tria, el/011141g %rap.
dii,ceet si 54,15 IS I. ,111telIlt
•ltMI1 'II nod torments Iii which
It It ...tea:, 1 ...ea. to k 'rI
Ill.' o .
tII 0,1111.1thriol gad 11101111. 114.1 .11 n• • 1.11
11.101,1 o,.• le. u the
.111,1 le• fin
tu/ .11.11.5111 .•, ,•1/1•41111.; It •:riere•1
fof WW111111.•
Vartatione of Clestgn.
'Rho rAllla11411. lar .1,4:14.1 in a Web
of tattle pre•ellt 114..11
Itwilehl MIPPeri,11111,: ?or of
tivettle, .•nlet hill with she eimmion a 11.1.
• rlitt• Magid 1•11' 11 • .-'•• if...411110
MINYA: be 4.1.1111 • • I •)14/11
11140144•14 444 (woe 14... , • • w, loo.
costume. This fur, u• •
MM waseaehle kraiy I.
ders also the calls
IllePV1111. ilfol the long col
Lir
Worth likeo ta t roo iminy t
et eh ter, tiel,1 eseo
3troloki iio. I, 11/(1.•11 .41 .111. itr . •
11. 411 Plne IIIPAT444,44 leat..rialo •
moo 1.,...,•ot 1.11V1i' dilate %.111‘. pso • •.
.imeernitug keels* o1,.1 onus in rel
or.sl .4.oteo, hore.vred nod haa.leg, col
lart,11 att.? n:Wh the hrown fors.
fox ars.I otoink.
Lanvin %toes the nony skin mot other
ant fine. 1a1v.uj has n flair for (near,
end .,..nts of soft els ets. :lel prefers
for 11.1.•ir trlioling the riuiserlaalrely
Ii,,.. foga, ewer...laity the (met.lu 101.1e21
11I1 11 glows. Poet 1toret Is content to I
add large Icia.11 or ...mites of fur oin ,
a wroli fusbliateu ..1 itolsome wool AtlestAtve Stimith• Cost of Chipmunk
or ell*, end IP•peuillet, whose seweet
iii II
II
11, 1
ItHolelgoare mever,ly ',freight In line,
cults lai• flir in heads which oStlifle
M coat all aimot edg., awl lit the
wrists
l'heruit, loving Co. sweep of soft
material nod 14..• fls r...k,,'ti.,t of a
motet, whon it I. pos.iftilei “Illt11111111t11
Trimmed With Monkey.
wkie or Narrow bands. Moo. "arra and
high, soliuninote, .11. N, or the new•
est rolling shawl 4.4.11ar that follow$
the Nu.' of tiic iont LI it from
collar to hem
Gowns of +oft OW111 or 4 fere, Argil.
„nn, 
at Nig"Is width o& metal two. Sri"I ”r
will, ittDo ts k are toad, oninfonous hy the addi-
abitve the he'll. :1114 1'1111111W doll of fur. Iiinek sat in tritium...41 with
aolineso around the heek. •lown the erurine is thought to be exceedingly
front end roll ia,r111 III, 1.'411/111. Pre- aniart. and ermine tall. acid skins tire
Wet.' neWVIrt /11111 slIOW lieu Ishi, moot on et ening gown,. and
raps. 'rho 4111,1111t if ermine and
of sable seen ...toe or the hoe&
tomer seism wrap. reore+iini+ for
Nue, miss.; in the PM!' .t I,',. Such
gnruovii- .15 I' a regal am...armlet..
iloose coons. the !him"s shown by
woo.. of 'he hes/ .lesiym.•rn, in the
subtle wen1t,. !Kell Hallt all 1,1.0,10
ett. In satin ereiora..•iliffion %44IselS :1114i
chiffon*: the more deliente tea 4444%V.,,
1 and npoligeoe of ti.' •,4:1117.e. chiffon.
georgette, and tbeote type+ take
on nue,. ••1044 :end style Iii the intro-
oluetbri ot far. IF is ebeerI., aPed
as 11 t I, ..r lee .1..
Ing •• h .1
pie.. I •••
1, 1 .11 ,,u•
fs •
FL 11.ToN AuvEicrisER
Ditlit)\ Ill thlf ORM rtilLtIN
Sunday School
V Les5on V
14,, 1,1. W..ri•la N•..p.test Union I
Lesson for December 28
THE REVIEW-THE CENTRAL
PERIOD OF CHRIST' MINISTRY
iittl.lii:N II:\ r- Ile tita. bath
M• built seen the rather John 14
1.111%1 410, Thal J•-
•tio Said 111.4 Ind
J11141.111t Tit! tt t-Jesue shows 1114
WI..,  it lid row.
INTS:Itu so, I tTlii AND SeNtom
Torii' Less... of Jtettott t tetstral lett1
1•11“1.1.1.1ANIt.41 ttItt't"rttro.
- t`enti•il Period of elirise• Ministry.
The hest wny 10 r011tIllel 11111 re, iew
for adult:, le to present the heart 
of
each lesson. This can lie done by taiik•
II ti•signments to the 1114.11111Yr. uf
4•110,1 We0k ithead, or toy asking n11
IllellIbert1 44 the ..lass to prepare on
each le.•••11 111111 the teacher to slittl
flill) Mao Ito. entrat teatiting tor the
levson from 44.144401. The 1.44/104Ving
Suggestion+ are offered:
Lesson I. Ituis tlg im,..tutin..,1 the
teas of the Kingdom uuIl,l 141.1.11X111
Miracles to demonstrate III- power to
administer the Oldieea of the Kingdom,
Christ sent forth the twelt e to propa-
gate the Kingdom lie hail not only
pone, uher tile ellIrf foes I.f iiiiinhin.I.
•in, sicloieso, deolting, storms, ote., hot
etttlitl ghe tlitif power to his diselpies.
Lesson II. This the 1114.det prayer
for the dieciplee. True pre)er III 1110
COU/M11111011 Of the 11t1111/111 personality
with the dhine peroontility. The su-
preme need is a right relationship lin
the port of the Minion. Ile most he
ebb. ,.• toy "Ito^ 1.• •othoo" Without
becoming at child of God through faith
In Seem, etirlet, no one van pray 11e•
oeptably.
Lesson III, The parable of the
SOVer tearlien that the measure of
fruitfulness front the sowing of the
Word of itul Is determined Ii) the
condition iif the human heart.
Lesson IV, Although Jesito was if
real man anil therefore needed teat
after TIN strenuous ilay of teaching.
Re was also divine as SItoW11 h) Ills
pou Cr Ill still 1111. s1nr111.r setl IF mere-
ly spooking a weed.
Lesson V. The partible of the Prodi-
gal Son reveals the love of a pardon-
ing flod for x einning race. The cea-
trial Intere.d Is not In the return of a
prodigel. hut In the loving heart of
our Pother Ond.
Lesson VI, la this lesson we PPP
Jesus feeding a multitude with very
Wanly provIsione. It shows that lie
poenemses erentive power and thowstoio.
Is God. While the creation of the
food wee the Lord's part yet the di,.
ciples had to distribute the food ere-
*tea; and on the part of the people
It was necessary that they should obey
the Lord ahd eat.
Lesson VII. The central teflehing
of Peter's confession of Christ Is that
Jesus Is the Christ the Son of the liv-
ing no.l.
Lesson VIII. In the fransilguratl.
Is portrayed the method of the in,•,“1
mite Kins.hqn an Well 114 Ill,' tiles,: •
Of the King to lila discourage., .! •
(lige*. HP simwed the dlocourag. 1
anti despondent disciples that t000lol
the cross whieh they RO keenlv
merited would Polite Into realization I!•..
Kingdom which they hoped for.
Leeson IX. 'the parable of the I.,. •I
Samar:ton texcliei that our neigh!, ,
the one who fleet!, my help; and t•
being 11 neighbor IlleatIti Io he oil o
lookout for those in tsee.1 a: .1 r LI
der asiiist once to the mu., .,•
117.
Lesson X. The opening of the P,e1.
of the man born blind Is an act..I
able Illuotrating hi the physi. sp:o
the working of 'thine grace in the spir-
itual Idler.% as experienced lh ,he
salvation of a soul
Lesson Xl. The raisir.g •o* - :a
from the dead not only - is
I that there will he I, resurreotioo
the dead but that Jeans etiriot ibe
resurre.'ion amd the life.
Leellehri XII. Gad became itittarnAte
In order to reveal Illinoelf to
thing about color is an art!
wan .111:1 hardly be an arti•'
knowing something about 4.4
experieoce does not •
competent to deal with all •
loo.o ono oo.°"".
them effnotually without relig..
rheritit os, 144 444 1;:)41, reI4 "41114 perlen. e. Thnt Is why so turn
c1 Arming e'solorioo .01.1 t' feinted experts fell.- -Tihe
Rich. Soft Pile F sbr.o Is Teo-tweed one ilf.41144: ',"
With Dyed F,sher. Laurin, ono bolog ••,.
gre.at rood' Is• 01 fur. anti
et•ine elf r.1 -ottor sooe botrin:.: /111
•111f1111. :11.4` .11 ti,1410.1,:11 11 21
furless, exrept fer ttIt, ,111,101,111g
• :110 *1017, ev'r. u •,
111 1h0 ooft..r 2•tst. 0 01 51Ff of
lov.•i)
pre..•.; 1., the
swat nephew- as. I ror,my 
foe.
trimmed o.11.141.,14 • tieln. sesaos are
• •..onen 'roar
the 1.41.ts o! ostity s,rt ui rosinrit.
mehtio and ino
by a:.; mint. -4,4-4)441j141,••• 1111.,4
einitsthg. The Mies' toino
 I,t sworts
coats lo trittont41 "Mt Immortl.
ter leopard Ont, or the entire o rip wi.y
be mode de one of teem,. the Imo.: pop-
afifr of the sporto rnri,
mon k 1,
11C▪ 
OIVeS, 14Stivers, fUtts, sifulrreis,
goats. gd,01,4.t, hitt! lieliStlett
0003 nearer the tarvird enpply
.61111
itilZi•1111.,, 60 I" • •
.11f. 111,11,1o, ..1
.
1.••11 1.11.4 o 1,
.•.Inr.t.•
so tbot It , tla 1, I.
Of i1 , t,11 '4 us
rr, , !..,, , world. tiod can opt) be knoon ote
or.. fur • ut..tr. 111.•. ' h revemig
smog...too; n 
scarf "loos' or Religious Experience
ntier.A ottaint - ' ett.mat, Not every mob who lomi. e-
So gilloill 11...1, to ...ler the
slioublere and to lomg oil!, emit
In the fr"nl. an. mode
etagon 311,1 fur
able novelties of !los .1i,oa. tor or,
Long Stra.ght Scarf
, log it
' otroight s.or• ••• '71
1,1e1r1/1 21,111,1 1 •
ktek, Where -rr •
draprri Ie. ea, 1, 1' r
attached to a wide C.,. n_
that torn. h000, I, , ,
lower ant,.
Glad and Hearty Amen to All
When the heart soil is
Ikted by the openision ,Ialy
ktilrit, ;here Is no questionino of •
tt'111111110. neither direet. nor 11,,ugh
!TH.
Ms Minds (Hie leaders), out ;led
end ',art. amen to all. - rohoos
Litotes 1...1..m.; MiOds '
of It petit. Onot o! I 41, Sense of Duty
the effeet of s in. k.o. 1,11 -1•1.. over A Petleft of duty me' not he ill*
sis:ri, mit highest ntvtlte, butt the here men or•
a pert ..f the "photo oormeni. 1%41.1/ Moved by if. -Herold ana rre,hten.
in Reertelinne, owl". on.I doeh tom.,
on the Skirt ore of the fer. fen Our Confession
jog 11111.. of the setio Nip We do not re -else hlossing Moralise
orate pea.kel. dn.! ,,„ of our eonfession. hut we site not
thy thi, owl, (fittest,. a no,..hv in thy blessed without lt,P, IL. Mai sh.
tiof met Appetit'. 1.. 111ke 1111.
/WWI.% %%h. adds a hand ..r
fur to the ladbini .•f t Mott, thot Iusi
no Mot of fur elsewhere In the coie
MOW
Ruled
TN` world 1•1 r1111,1 re:tSt‘u tt.e
l'hristlatt 1,111•.! ,• W.sdoin
llod.-The Living
•
 1111111111111111M111111110111111111111111111111111111111MIMMili
ORDER YOUR
Christmas Cards Now.
Pay when you get them during the holidays.
Your name imprinted
on cards Free.
Beautiful Line to select from.
All cards are Engraven.
R. S. Williams
wilANERM/Lk
BOND
_Cetterheads
6nvelopes
all Heads
Give UsYour
Orders for
Printing
J. H. Campbell l. C Jones
Campbell & Jones Hardware Company
so,
Hardware and Implement Dealers N.
211 CHURCH STREET FULTON, KY,
THE OLD RELIABLE BAIN WAGON, THE OLIVER CHILL-
ED LINE COMPLETE OF TILLAGE TOOLS, AND THE
EMERSON STANDARD LINE FCR HAY AND HARVEST
TOOLS. BLACK HAWK CORN, BEAN AND COTTON
PLANTERS. NONE BETTER.
THE SOUTH BEND MALI.EABLE STEEL RANGES; WASH-
INGTON LINE OF COOK STOVES; HEATERS AND OIL
STOVES, ALSO FAIRBANKS ENGINES AND LIGHT PLANTS
AND DEEP 'WELL SUPPLIES; KEYSTONE WIRE FENCING;
A COMPLETE LINE OF FIELD SEEDS. WE ARE IN THE
MARKET TO BUY GOOD JAP SEED.
You Can't Drive a CAMPBELL & JONES IIWD. CO
Nail With an Apple 
c Poor printing
on poor paper ncver
paid anybody. Get
work that is good
enough to bring you
good results.
Use an econom-
ical paper such as
t.10 171v.ti,t
C3DAD
and come to an eco-
nomical printer.
That's us. Quick serv-
ice and good work at
reasonable prices.
Use More Printed
Salesmanship Ask Us
Froo'lieHt ofallotS11411-SESMaii6iti.
Guy Bennett
WILL SERVE A
Special good
Dinner
WEDNESDAY
At his Restaurant on Fourth Street.
FEETE-1112-TEEZIONYWITA011-1 -11 ESFEEcinT.N.!iiji7:11.'
410.
5-*
SVER CHILL-
AND THE
HARVEST
3 COTTON
LES; WASH-
AND OIL
HT PLANTS
F. FENCING;
LRE IN THE
ID. CO
treet
Uirnatak
rob.
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Hoek Is Properly Handled
't411:31TVLoiagill'd' ArIbtdIrr.
1
•
.di
aai osk yr or iv
•
s,
-1  1 ,
L'! 3
7711ta ;f11[[10
1  /7-11.L1S1 111LAma 7
Floor Plan.
Ey W. A. RADFORD
Mr A. hatterti pill ani.ner
.111,4tini, and 1.:1,1• V1,•.• 1E1.:
1 .1/AT WI All II/ 41'.'1. /I111 1.•rt:11..ing to the
ot hn, (iris on ill,- /arta,
for ot 11.1S rap., in (o-
(,(nrd of to, ep., Editor.
;\ ,o;..., 1,
0,it t I..• patle.rlis oon tho
.1ohlreon all 1,11111'1e:1 III %%1111.1111
A IL.00lt.,1,1, I .111 -
. 
. and only III Inio two-vent gtarlip
Vu ro-pIN.
I 1111•111:: lite 111,1 11111 years and at
1111. Itrese111 little 099,11 111111. 1.1.0111:111
it profit hi firs. rs. The prIta• per
pound 4.1. 19...1, :111.1 111t111.91 111 the
111.. S1001. hillrkelS 11:11/1 tolittell 1111
.11111.r lin-211 1111 1 / 11n1. 1111110
alio. brings a high i jolt, per polity!.
Illitinlihrz /1 11.9-k sheer I, 11.11 a
dlitiefrif farm Joh 'Iltey •difitile
eaters ;mil can derive sustenance Irmo
Pastures that would not support other
grAzing animals. The mother t.ve
more 1111.-n produces t%yins than sin.qt•
\Odle triplets tire not at all
tniettiamon. With lambs six wefslis
%% toil, .0...ot $111 the owner 1101.1 flit
have t 111'1,1 1. 11111111 01111' 111. 11,11 1 11
bringing the Iamb erop to a 11.119.1.1 -
able stage. while the %void 1.1111 now
Ia qulehly disposed of.
aere me 1 ',Will, rut,: of
loindling Si........ howeVeo. Oho( flPipl tip
ed. lit,t ures that are In-
fested up tip rennin Hoist be avoided;
the en.... 11 proteeted hon..
far ii.ett,eki, :Ind their lambs trt
111111.: 1 1,•• 11111.11 1.....hellered
IL., to toe ,Itti trent ;u nit
have an oiloilll.honee freht
3ood Phimbing Helps
in Modern Sanitation
,111 ii Idled) and to
 ,j,•np
ire helping of 'mike Iii lui l'II:111,1 101111
-fetter fill the time. 'Ittt!it molerp
atotforts and etar.,•ifietwes are fottlid
in ttaait.t bona, tit:tt far sllrloaS9
1...4. (wind ill doe holm, of useailli a
re,, years logo.
iltalerti plumbing is mere t11:11111 net-
w fol. of idilden al.., tool tit-
1 111114S, !.11 11111111.S /11111 1111,i111,S 111111111114S.
11/4. rli11 distrilaite wafer :11111 P1113 ulSily
'ten:fgt.. II Is a us ork flail matches
comfert and finish with
••••:1111. ulfilltv tonl thwalti110.
'loil.-I pp .Illlphl.ihlpp Pill'.-Preleef
he.illi and happiness. Quantity mo-
tile:ion of Outfitting good, leits 111,111
within flue reach of all. ihe vil-
lage. farm and hamlet It has [natio
hetter thing possilde. Factory 'tatters
find pi•itle :in'! ',refit both 111 making
Ilit•ir faetifries  lets of cleanliness
and ipplillpit pull.
Yet, not%.itlistaniting 111.• general ap-
preciation or proper ,tinitatlon. ilo•re
lire ninny people who buy pittodote:
n trashs fir chetaittif•ss and silt lum. a
thought to its Vallle tor iternianeney.
We give mulch thought tit iuuviilg In
autitiotthite fir grand idano; but oftfos
treat the plumbing-- a matter or 
pro.
teetIng the ftfuilly's health-with brief
consideratIttn.
flood plumbing is hest In the mai,
beemisf• It protet•ts ?width :Ant gives
a last mg service small upkeep.
The property owner 1.r 11011111 111111111.r
sill 111,111 11y ri•garilittg the nee.' for
good loilinaloing.
.411
't*
vevice Needed to Hold
Doors of Garage Open
.ku item iit ol.itit•raloit•
tio, 4.1101S 1.11 gar.r... 4 1 -1 1 1.11•S
through the failure tif the th••••,s to 
re-
ept•if \s lam ftli is 1.1‘twIng,
mid e.tt lat‘e tell hmliy data-
Ihre11;:it
,1 ,l / it• r1 I, 11 111' 1.1.1' I, 1,1 -111g
I 141 11111 III I 
1:11
1 he 111'411,1 ‘0•11•11 .101
:11111 011 .11110111.111C •14.11 1.111'II
Si 11110 1.11111. Anil III prole Or
‘1.11,1.1.1•2110.. 1.1:11V 11111 Opvilet. 1V111/
/1,111.11..1 1111.910i the. v:111..e.
The 01ellie:141 or door Is a
t)fie peittl) fit‘oreit ,thure Ii
I,, he comddereil. 101.1 this type or
door completely eliminates all thI
The sheep horn shown In the iie•
....11.1111nyIng Illti-tratIon Is rather
ehiltorate, timing been fleshmed 1111.1
1111111 to fit Into the tittral
141.111.111e 1,1 other farm buildings of a
Ill,,' character, Ti.0 entire first door
IS 011191. hilt 1111s 19.11101:11.10 pen 1121111.
Ilona to separate ports or the ttork.
Self-feeders frtaff Melt the at and
laiiihs may feed are set in the thilded
space,, and the floor 1.s. 1.1g11 :And well
tirdined,u,i pre..(1.1 the front
i.tionling on net gromai. A good nyu-
t,'uiu or V.90112111011 Is provided by the
.01,11011 11•11111211.9N fon the roof'. ther
the first floor is n !now nberi.In Is
.1 .1111 ilf.• hay and other roil zlnign
needed I,, fred the itnitindm when they
sire 11111 1.ri 191-1.111.. 11111 :111
1111.1 1,1111.11114 1.1.1.1.9•1N the 11.11. from
th • heating ..ternts llnit tato. their
toll if sheep.
The building, an slomn hy the thor
Okla, In s.1 ft-et 11/11a and ::1*/ W1111.,
1 Imible door, at soilller 01.1 la•roiil
5%agollq 111 110 driven ln.'4,10. I lu,,
Ill tlie floor of the mow n. --
lip au easy matter to throw the • t‘
I" tie. ground door for the feed,..;
racks. A, series Of doors ;Maw the
sides allow!. the owner to keep 10.1a le
of the flock penned tip whit.. allow-
ing the others to pass In anil out fa
the harn.
The building is tam-armlet of fr.tme
with the exterior is pith,. sturetted ••
slut,. may It. i11111/11.11 11. 1.1110r
or metal lath or any of the pitt.lit
..1i11•14/ 1111:1r11.1
Walls Dominate Decorative
Scheme in the Ideal Home
shout,' :pull
the .1......r211111. whom, or 11111 r11.-111,
11111111111 111ey serve as 01/1111/101110111,1rY
liffekrountls for the furnishings?
itt1.011rSe. it, Wadi(' bilillling,.1M101'
e11111.4 111111 Illeate1,1 11 consider:11th.
;illieittit of Intl.r...; twin( In. given le
the Interior by wall 11.999.1111011. 111141
this Is supplied by arehitectural forte.
Out what of the home 111.111;; 1.0010
or flirting room, where the Interest is
bY elaborate combinations of
pilaster cornwe and panel?
It must he ttecomplished through tf!.•
texture and decoration of wall
faces T., wont. front till
"The IS readily satisfied with tex
titre linrcat,..1 by pleasing v0111191,1 it:
111411t mei dark color and does not M.
!Hand actual, hingiltle texture as in
fabrics. 'rim,: a wall rimy be (4)st-red
with a smooth point film, which ean I.,-
1.1111113' washed. and y..t nave a most
pleasing, sIsible texture."
(low 1111101 interest the walls of the
home shoot,' possess •lepenfls upon the
roma-a IinifPg roma whi.r.• the walls
serve as a background. ,r 11 c•orifial
noet.lothm root!, wl:ero - the %talk are a
special feature of inter. st.
Other factors to be con,litierell are
size of room, its lighting. the d ra-
five scheme and color. Th. small
room Is 11111110 Ill appear smaller with
large obtrusive figures from which
there is no escape, and the large roma
plicars larger If wall texture is too
tine.
A sunny effect should he given the
dark room, or the mirth room. by
;minted walls of fan or yellow text.ire.
To manner Om too tint I lpuflt num).
ith W111.10WS facing the south,
nmy be subdued. If furniture ts to be
pineelt directly against the wall. hug.•
11guration 1m Or. wall heltind it ii111
destroy the outline :Mil 1.1119111.0 and
dint the beauty of form anti pattern.
With all its 5 aloe :04 1111 agent 1.1
sanitation and sshtht all Ita S irtue as it
durable Itml easily ele:Itle11 surface
lafint could hardly loto ru'u'uuu,illl,'Itui,'lI 1st
the walls and eillin-ts of all 1...1114 If
onli- solid tatter effeets were pttssible
ISM this Is not the fart There are
many speeial finishes, slich Is I ivo-tone.
Pill tone glio.ing, and so on.
(There Is an Infinite ,Iirlety of tints
and shades*Ith Welt Interest may he
secured. There are Mit, senil-gloss and
full gloss linishos. And there Is
stenci;::.g, with Its endless possIbIli•
ttes.
t oti I d e  . . -
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FULTON ADVERTISFR
iter Shoc% Are
reat, Never Gaudy
Simplicity Is Feature of New
Paris Footwear,
Writer Says.
• --- -
!no intiox or numerous nee
eft% It ttilters, the atm, ine-le I,, Paris
tktfolitifted by kltl, and the lot
t11-1... :11 1. 141.11011111Y 04/11111111114 11111 111111.1
Itettl era to the trimming. SPi,N 11 ivriter
lite New York lierald Tribune
-re slitim•rs are gradually fafilteg
the plettire and the present if.n
Is toward II neatly designed
1,-i totherta tip.- m•vess:try
- Own Os own linen ror the moot
• •••r..11, the •11.19.11111 trip tool the
tea an unostettlittlous plain
,s the it pleat finale% worn by
1•,irtsienne.
om Perugia, has tit
-'folte foothold lit ihirls,
P1..111..111; I I,. /11111rrine 1111.1
.• .0 1.101 Y 101101 /110111t 1.11/411
111 different coodfinn
th 11S 11r 1-111 The 111.1.11.1 111.11V.P It-
Limo, F lu,iIp flu.' fourfold sparrow wings
with 111.1.11 looter shies fire
11.1..111,1 11111 1111041 tell/111114' 1310. 1
..111:Vely lintek klil. \dill %%lilt..
awl 0.11(1111( 1111. %Ing4.II
,t finite Ample, anti lin eal•
.1. a.. at the trend t.avaril simpler
•. -.traps and fewer etitouis
.1, I f'reafi-illo,
It, 111111 1itlwr flint:111g shoe di'
“•1101.. 111 1.111 is els,, make the slim.
Ph I.,'" irlaitoing and less cut fiat
where there Is iflenee that the
-.Id I...Ili-eked 1111.1 11111.11-eiti nlew hr
favor 111 f arObliously Amp!,
'I he inetletilous Parlslenne ha •
domed the smart kld oxford fa 11111.
I preferfittly Mai*, for the after
noon costume, and ',neve f or 111.
efreet salt. AN r.d. the Jenne tole,
favors the kid 1.11111101 Y•1111 111/1.11
brown V111111/ 11101 /1 .911.9991 snarler
The ...donlal type still holds Its 111l,:
111111 Is sle. n In Ia.., aaalt•la of brtat PP
In tat. tattea. 10 twitch th-
lighter ...dor. The regent plump
idightiv noire formill find Is demand
M.:. Ile more 1,1rIserstithe minotes
In a e•r1.1, IS the 1..“pp
1 f 1/11. 11/11111/1. winter glow
1110 1.101111114 1.111/11.9's are quilt, .1-
r:rttelfill as vier. Alter kidl, which In
testi:illy trimmed wish 'Indent or 117
sr.l. the modish materials for qtr.-.
(leaf are %tied... patent 11111131er, Ilaar ,
Wel a stamped Whiled:In %%Melo res.'i.
filen the littler. 'Eh.. smart °vole
tAlptier may lie 1•1 11111 ',111 1.1 I
gI1111 skI, siPu er im gold brut-tole, SW:1
or vii vet.
Charming Linen Vestee
 
.411111110•11111Milimi,
and Winsome Cuff Set
This chin settee and cuff oet is ot
Ii -ten in stripes of blue, rose am°
white, separated by narrow str:pe of
black, fin-shed off with crocheted
round buttons.
Tunic Mode as Varied
as Genius of Spot ,
The 1 1:111.• frot•k ....Minims •
hate the nettle, and understand..
It Is ‘1111' of those rare fashlot,
i9 10 2111 1.1.1.11S111n,
1111 .11r there are (tip
titn;•-s. from the ultra long 11 ,
111 the equally ultra !Jounced up
lug.
Butt withal the tunic mode Is
as the genlie, iif Its ••
tine prominent th.igner. who
ocearred ret'elltlY, sleeved -
rem. on Sery g tttt I I Mid nilplluli, a •
11.,"11 frovk With /1111111e In Mat 1.
split ift the sides and tit the
v ti fen big button
panels :old forreatt %%ere borde:
silk braid. narrow hard e:
round the neck guise a Ne.r
110119.1.1 to this pretty Mode model
The 11,1. or tho oodit.a.mt
11 pm scurf erfeet ham been h.
w11.1 pp feat are of Oh, Jen,
.0 cortIllog to is punt retrive.
creafige, and Paton, too,
Ilamie In ninny of Ida afternoma famieis
t.,11111 • offtli the dresses were made a,
fohries. one f..roling de...MI(101v-
.91 III.. oilier, I Ir 1111' 11•41•11 fOr the (.
and Nie other for the skirt.
With A
Oats of almond _
trimmed with autumn lea, es
cluster cf lus and whit,
holds In place the folds of
black lace, while gold criht....!!!cry
ufl ei•.•1•.11..:!.leal di sign ftf.penrs aS
Cit.-oration en a draped beret ofp-
Th. velvet.
pm Tarr Ofain
•
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WE nwrrE YOU to SEE OUR BEAU IFUL DISPLAY.
Gift Suggestions
Silverware
Aluminumware
Fancy China
Fancy Glasswai,
Cut Glass
Imported China
Cutlery
Silverware
Winchester Pump Guns
Remington Automatics
All Kinds of A; tttttt inition
Flash!ighta
Velocii:
Automobile & Coaster Wagons
Blue Pullman Wagons With
Rubber Tires
Child's Carperuer Sets
Roller Skate*
Foot Balls
Serving Trays
•
-Lr
'14
.‘14141..N 1 1 U.( )1i 141 liN,‘(114:
,vlIl heat from four to live rooms. Plain and enamel finish-Beautiful in appear-
ance. Keeps tire overnight. Easy to operate, and economical with fuel.
We especially invite you to visit our store and look over our splendid line.
\lake our store your Cnristmas shopping headquarters. Many things for gifts.
FULTON HARDWARE CO.
:Ike Street GLORGE BEADLES, Managed' Fulton, Ky,
LET LS SERVE YOU
When you call No. 130 you get in touch with the livest
organization in the city of Fulton. We clean anything,
and when we clean an article, we mean to say that we
take the dirt out. General laundry work, French Dry
Cleaning and Pressing, Rug and Carpet Cleaning-in
fact, cleaners for the entire community.
Our New Hat Blocking Machine
This is our New Way Hat Blocking Machine. This is the first ma-
chine of this kind ever brought to Fulton, and wi
ll enable us to do the
very best wok in hat blocking. You need not send
 your hats out of
town any more, for we can do the work here.
 Call 130 and we will
call for your work.
Dry Cleaning Department
In addition to laundry work, we dry clean all sorts of
 clothing. We
clean handkerchiefs, gloves, hosiery, fine waists and 
blouses, furs, rugs,
carpets, coats, suit overcoats, fine dresses and coat
 suits. There is
no longer any need of discarding articles because. they
 are soiled. Call
130 and let us show you what we can do to 
restore the new look which
you want.
This service means a saving in money to you. Many a
n old suit
or overcoat, which you think is useless, can be restore
d to active service
by our pri..cess. We employ the latest machinery an
d the most expert
workmen, and the results will 4urrrise you. Call us 
today, and let us
prove our statements.
Laundry Work and Family Wash
Let us do your laundry work and family wash 
for you during the
holidays. You are very busy with other tasks, and by c
aking on our
service you will be able to get your holiday 
shipping done earlier. You
will find it equally as good as you are accustomed to, and it will save
you many hours of worry. Simply call 130 
and we will do the reat.
0. K. Steam Laundry
% ta.sollr", 101•001,....10111440,
• %,
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ghe Store of Yuletide. Cheer)
Christmas
44141r
X—,
• _ix -)t.
imilmai.rnmosirmprivelp1111111•111111•10=111111111PPP -trat 71ii, XI •
!!!i‘ ibw. time ill the whole when 1r•14.114111114 -,s and
di„,,,i nat,, t he hummi !wart, 1•114::., 4)411 selfish
runsideratimi. II is appr()achini; 111)W. I )I't pn I'4 114)\t' for
Vi m!. 1L 11111 V Hid frioilds by at 0111'5(4)1'e 11.111C1/1111(11'11(1` ilia( II w II i :WM the
!Wall 1111Pill Ii ret'•I1).11`11i.
Gifts For
Men
•„ THE KNIT-TEX COAT
LIGHT AS A FEATH-
ER. WARM AS TOAST.
SOFT AS VELVET.
NEVER GETS 011' OF
511.%P11-3. OUTWEARS
T lilt E E AVERAGE
COATS. PRICED EV•
ERYWHERE AT $30
Golf Coats
GOLF COATS IN GREY
OR TAN SUEDE LEA-
THER. THE IDEAL
GIFT AT $15
Shirts
SHIRTS. MANY VERY
1)ES1R P A T -
TERNS AND WEAVES
WA) TO $5:00 -
Pajamas
Faultless,
SILK! IKE PAJAMAS
IN WHITES. GREI S.
BLUES AND TANS—
$2.00. $3.50. $4.50
Neckties
NECKTIES. EACH TIE
HAS BEEN sELE(r.
El) WITH CARE. A
W I 14 E RANGE OF
PATTERNS AT $1.00,
$1.50 AND $2.00
OTHER GIFT SLG•
GESTIONS
IRO sE SHOES
I1ELTs
MBRELLAS
II.tNI) BAGS
PIN SEAL WALLETS
SILK SOX
WOOL SOX
MU:SING UNDER-
EAR
BATH ROBES
CUFF LINKS
GLOVES
Hats & Cap.
-ow
-ret3k
ot..r
Ott
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS IN
Every Section
We Are Ready
Shop Early
Shop
Early
.‘stNsli4'
Attits-
1)0
cto
‘lallory Hats at $5 and $7. Tobias
Gaps in the newest colorings & shapes
e•A
Aik
Baby
RATTLERS
TEDDY BEARS
I)l('KS
Comh and Brush Sets
Shop EARLY
•
(
Gifts for Women
4
(LI
AND THE HOME 111
:!.
1.
Handkerchiefs.
Hari, Schaffner Marx-
Suits and Overcoats.
P. H. Weaks' Sons
Lake St., FULTON, KY.
IMIT71,047SZPLife'dyi.7.zi;em, 1,..ill... RET,Lridahl,M -11P if CI112,th'il '!' • 
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Ltraffikantatii Li ut"..i.,;Lr...dri'uffsilIML
COM -
FORTS. BEDSPREADS.
%NI) SHEETS, P11.1C•
TIcA L. .%11PROPRIATE
GIFTS
LINEN COVERS AND
NAPKINS — TOWELS
SCARFS
S II. K STOCKINGS—
CHOICE OF BLACK
'AND COLORS
BAGS AND FITTED
CASES
11.1NDKERCHIEFS
COMPACTS, IVORY,
NEEDLE CASES.
WORK BOXES
OTHER GIFT SUG-
GESTIONS
CORSETS
('ORSELE'll'ES
Illt‘SSIERES
BANDEAUX
BATH ROBES
BEADS
UMBRELLAS
HOUSE SHOES
GI OVES
Underwear, Vests,
de Bloomers, Petticoats.
Warner Brother's
Gift Sets
Colored Voile gown
and teddy at $4.50
Tncolette and
Pussy Willow Prin-
cess slips at $4.00.
Black and colors.
A
Satin Princess Slips
at $5, black & colors.
A wonderful assortment of mono-
gram, linens and silks.
Cr`
AR'
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS IN
Every Section
We Are Ready
SHOP EARLY
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F. M. BARRUT
200 Main Street, is headquarters for the
choicest fruits, candies, tobacco, fireworks
Also can goods and groceries. We make
a specialty of
Steere's Box Chocolates
the best manufactured. Nice packages for
,Christmas. Let us serve you.
T. M. Barrel!.
JUST the cuts you want, and cut inthe right way. hat's what 5 OU
want in MEATS—that's what you get at
U. G. DeMyer's
Meat Market and Grocery
+ Next to Orpheum Theatre. Phone 118
5. We noi milv have choice meats, hut have recently
added a fresh line (if staple and fancy (;roeerics to
our stock. Every order received is Idled with an
aceurtio and carefulness our customer, appreciate.
Our Prices are right. Our goods fresh
and service as near perfect
as possible. Can we serve you?
1
•
FULTON  ADVFRTISFR
''LVE MUST RE (4.40;
WE MUST : E KIND'
I' \%.1!'i lite 11411111 t;.ly time %trete
1.111 110,11
ISM 111,11 Meting sh I -oserworktel
'lel uud neoele Ler Iltu gII
of 11.1s1114. N1111 Ler •Loiliy ease; the
o tsit) beanie... 11/011, 11 11 11 Mr oilier
e 111.1 .1011, auti the roillikitIg
r..55 111 110) 111011111. ;1111 111111111111t
11, Ito had hail an uccident with hie cur,
rod resemed .lie fuel lls he hail his
go 10111111 111 the NI rest ear. The over-
iiiiitrou. and the fat woman
who 1111,41 the spitee for No- 111111 *US
Igilli1 111 1411 it,.' isorid berm min of it.
'1101 gretiel.) old limn in front of UM,
u to • gr.iwled at 11111 street char syatein
411i1 hi..' uttherse in general.
1:eside Mitt II woutatt with two
hildren- one u bs.is of throe nut' the
St is'S' iiItol of Iii ; ttis.7 were poorly
The Imby lo.gatt to whimper and the
mother basil!, ....!hc.1 tsr, %% idle the
grouch la from glowered itt her.
"Talk to III' mister," whispered the
mother. "Make her to 1111 Intereet."
Atel the is yeurohl. hardly more
than it huh) himself, turned to baby
sister "Not etl, not fret!" he multi
Iv. 'list. time to he ver'
glad. d'his lime of MO 119y beentow
11111,1111:14 1110/4' 0014111, You get ortinge.
0110 111114 11011, If ver' good---perietpn
red balloon
People were listening now, hut the
little group beside me were uncoil
tIt' it. The bah), had tiled
iier black eye!, on big brother, and
ts lost he paused she said briefly—
"More!"
And 110 liestentel on--"Lightsits the
eliope --many toyn--I'larletuitte tree In
eliurelt, and live body klud to ever'
body stoekinge to hung up for
candy --"
-Nietre!" demanded the baby.
Th.• girl had Intl Ilvity her vanity
Is.,,. und watt lietening; and the bank-
er iterosti the alter imilled at the child
"And ever one be happy--yea--be-
1.1111*.• of timer t'ltriet 1,71111d," nnisthed
the Its)', its their her rang the hell,
and hurried out carr)Ing the baby
and her meny 10111611011
l',01'1, exehunged winliee, and the
grow•hy loan is.. Wats getting off,
leo, turned to help her with the chil-
dren Kiel the bundlem.
And the words went with me, I*
lio•ittllig themseiven over and Oyer*
-We must be glad, we tuust he kind—
heraiee of those Christ Child."—Anna
- Deming tiray.
Pf 11:44t•rn /4•14sp•per 11.19111.)
J. T. POWELL
Proprietor
SIMC
ospital
219 Church Street
mead(ms block, Fulttm, Ky
All kinds of Shoe Repairing done on short
notice by expert workmen.
Rubber heels put on while you wait.
Ladies work a specialty. Work guaranteed
We are splendidly prepared to heat your home.
All Kinds of Stoves
At prices that will please you. Come in and take a
look at the ESTA FE 11EATIO . ‘, the heating
wonder of today.
We also have a splendid lineof Aluminum ware and
Queensware which will attract your attention at this
store, as well as man- other useful items.
W. P. Felts Hardware Co.
Walnut Street:. (incorporated) Ft.:ton, Ky,,
Patronize the adver-
tisers in this paper an
get the best values.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
MAKES CHRISTMAS
'I' 1%AS t'itristinas morning; the
ground was covered with snow,
nisi right for a real Christnitis.
It was mirly morning and the thi7lord
housel.old was aetlr.
"Now, not a single package on that
tree touelted until I get the turkey in
11V1•11.“
TII1P from the busy Mother Gueloisi
as .lie hurriedly poked into the al-
ready toer.tuffed turkey One 1110re
•11111.11 111 g,
"All rigid, old dear," shouted Hugh,
the eldest of the three suns --"a
ieul dn't lot a tree, nor a gift p gift
1111,,tat you."
"Tleink you, son," maid mother Si
she dried her hands and pitied the
'ewe. "Father Is sorry, I know, to miss
ail this joy with um-- but buninese first
Thfit largest package Is from him.
his letter said possibly he couldn't
I... here for 11 month."
••Well, mother, leen save the trve
until he the, come, and not touch a
package, fir a tree le not a tree, nor
fs a gift it girt with Dad away."
A (menhir step was heard; the bell
rang and in stepped Dad, shouting
-Merry Christmas to all! My pack-
age Ted opened yet! By Jo! OA
I'm Just In time."
Pour voices In unison: "How did
you get here?" "Blew in?" eked
Mother.
"Weil, I guess I did. Christmas
couldn't lie Christmas without Yon
four, so I came by airplane. 11.11y!
the turkey emells good; let's open 011f
perk ages."
The tree wits truly a tree; the peek-
ages were sure enough gifts; the tur-
key was bonnet-to-goodness turkey.
and It, was perfect, too, for
the whole family was aseembled with
true love In their hearts for each
other and Christ was In the mblet.—
Emily Burks Adams.
I'M. t6•4. Ws" 7614w4papor Unlon
Let Us Mahe Greetings
Ring With Good Cheer
e5111111 MtlitNINI;!Merl-) Christmas!Happy New Year!
'flies., are greetings which every-
body uses. and which we hear from
the lips of all alike—"rielt mum poor
11111n. beggar man, thief, doctor, law-
yer, merchant, chief." But to how
many .4 us do the words live' Are
flicy not for the tuost part a We
nicanintzless formula without even the
inspirathm behind them that usually
prompts our spontaneous "lieu.,"?
Let it he different this year.
Let us husk theee joyous greeting'
with hearty enthusiasm. As a man
may be Judged by ble handshake, $o
may he Ite pludged by his snlutations.
Let these time-worn phrases take on
new life and become Uwe-honored
phrtiees.
Let us mean—
(hind morning!
Merry Christmas!
—
Happy
Lucius C0011. * I
 New Year!
10. WC western N•w•papor Walvn /
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Balciridge's
5 and 10c Store is
b tArie
Uittw‘, %t.MI4
Sfri V )
For Toys
Everything to make the little ones happy
as well as older ones. We have assem-
bled the largest display of Toys and Holi-
day goods ever exhibited in Fulton and
the same low prices prevail. Baldridge's
5 and 10c Store is Santa Claus headquar-
ters where he welcomes you.
-
41,4 .‘ts is.
• _
41,111
Chrisitrilan
Bargains'
L. Kasnow's
Big Sale is th,
of Fulton.
This week we havc -,Iitshed prices to pieces
and our store is filled with the best of mer-
chandise awaiting your coming. Shoes at a
big sacrifice for Men, Women :ind Children.
ranging from $1.98 up.
We have a big line of Sweaters for the en-
tire family. HEAVY ROPE 111Q
STITCHED SWEATERS •700••/0
$20.00 Mens Suits $14.00
Wonderful Bargains, so come early.
L. KASNOW
448 Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
s
4_
1. •
1111 OH
hit
111 McDowell's
Beginning December 16, w• will lie "1,0111.01 ( I,, IN1111,
shoppers until 9 p. 
_
UNRIST IVI A S
A Few Suggestions That Will Make Won-
derful Gifts and Delight the Heart
of the Recipient
GLOVES, HANDKERCHIEFS, TiEs, MUFFI.ERS,
SOCKS, HOUSE: SLIPPERS, BATH ROBES, SWEAT-
ERS, UMBRELLAS, SHOES, WATCHES, SILK UN-
DERWEAR, GOLDETTE BLOOMERS, NEGLIGEE,
BATH ROBES, GLOVES, SCARFS, SHAWLS, MOD-
RN GIRL HOSE, GOWNS, NEW CHRISTMAS HATS,
SWEATERS, COATS, DRESSES, TOWELS, TABLE
LINEN, NAPKINS, BLANKETS, SII.K & CORDUROY
KIMONOS, EMBROIDERED CENTER PIECES,
SCARFS AND RUNNERS, STAMPED PIECES AND
COMPLETE LINE OF WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
LET U5 HELP YOU MAKE YOUR 
SELECTION.
.1111km ..Atlerti5c1-
vv,.,:kty
R. IC WILLIAMS
Mitor And Itsblisher
14li Lake St t ;. KY.
f/MIMML-•
siid,airiclion ?of. •slinii per year
loplaratinii ha. been lipid, lo en-
isr Hu. iiiihtie II 1111 as ....road
..lates mat tel .11 IL., ;,,,t,11:to. H111..11,
Nehtliay.
BACK TO CAVE MEN
A prominent physical M-
AI:Ili:tor in one of the groat ti-
vho apparently craves
publicity and whose name we
therefore, conveniently forget.
advises leis "pat 4005 to reSLOrt.
their youth by returning to the
italiit• of the cave man, and he It's no trouble at all to vin-
fhis a considerable following of dicate yourself when you can
inc ti whose position in the ;011vince other people that you
NVOeld sht,tittl enable them to are vindicated.
know better. Such, at least, is
:hp information (ye glean from And here comes another
; he metropolitan press. strong argument for better
1k ul ii is interesting, at ;ountry roads. A truck loaded
Masi. ..11,1 if his "patients" tot- with beer became mired in the
low it minutely they will be- mud and vas_• captured.
come even more interesting.
.used...neither When a .maiden discovers,
knife nor fork. lie snatched a that she has fallen in love with
limit( if oat, 11/1.e it with his the wrong fellow she has a per-
ieeth, tmd devoured it until he verse craving to dive in just a
• ;odd hold olo more. The in- little deeper.
:ructor'.: -patients". we pre- -----
nine. are doing likewise. That proposed middle class
If the ( aye man had an toe- union appears to be making
III'. l ie smasNed him on the poor headway in this country.
head with a club. Possibly the No one with spirit wants to ad-
io"it lisit.ients" are equally feroc- mit that he is neither the top
nor the bottom crust.
When Mr. C. M. wanted a
wife he simply swiped the first
SInne men put their best fm it
forward before marriage and
into it afterward.
Woman is presumed to be
the weaker sex, but it's at dif-
ficult matter to convince some
husbands of the fact.
A girl with a new engage•
mem ring seldom appears to be
ashamed of her hands.
Economy is commendable,
but excessive economy soon be-
comes damnable.
The woman who has health
and wealth and youth and
beauty and culture and influ-
ence soon pines for the things
she cannot get.
Some nut arises to remark
maiden )(it, pleascd his fancy that the president is busy night
Imre her away to his cave, and day. Just to vary the ml-
The "patients" nu doubt, are notony he should make it day
just pining for a iimilar expel- and night.
1101 by a return to the primj-
tive. Riding the waves is becom-
We pity the fool because he ing popular in this country, es-
hasn't brains enough to know 1)(4.i:illy if it is a wave of crime.
better. but when a supposedly
intelligent man descends to a Optimists a n d pessimists
el below that of the imbecile pith l best together when they
i; must make God blush for are far apart.
some If tiff/ creatures Re cre-
at us.
. lad the advertisements in
his paper.
Place your order now for
that big Fruit Cake with tiorn-
iwak Ttros. lIakery. 3t
Christ mas
u ill be 'nmml again
before N'OM
it1101%
\nil the eternal gift
shopping! SON C your
...intro this year hy
spending part of your
gift Lioney on Sinn,:
wonderful
IS of your-
self. Not a new idea,
but always effective.
11.t liT11/10
Ilk)imitiere;a1 Ave., Fulton, IC).
!ISM JainallINC, 111. ill1===M
•
\101
• - 'arr.
Ii /1.TON A INFIRTISER
I;ig (;ity Market
Is Now ltat-Free
----- -
Department of Agriculture
Carries Out Successful
in Washington.
1111Pranala4 lir 1,ep,oftweld
restolt 'iii ii
quietly imittgorated ill oh,
Sill se, ..r
In (viiaiiitigion, • •
111 11.1. V11111i11.\
look met the
great ,It t markm. i••.,..1's in
area entail to two 013
II IS foand to be haw,
Imre an., 11..1 only ie
nets. I,uuu n1,,, danger lo public lira.' •
I coil! ii IllIhlIll loll 411 foode.
Barium Carbonate Used
Ito !write!. the Infestation hi.•
moms I I. u.n conditions le
',pod to tiie;• ,•••;ii
Mere. To etint up th.
ott: undtrly
blot...Weal sum ey, With I •
Mire/111 11( agrieullureil economies. •
gun work vt•ry Inconmplenott,ly
earbontate wits dialrilluted und.
fully controlled conditions and till I .,
were found killed at one time. Tr:,.
were also used on a large settle, A.
CUM111111,41 rtil.bleh wits cleared ,
Infested indion nulls mild outlier nil
tuo es u ere replaced by rut-proof ,•.
struetion. more sanitary and rat-pr,....
booths r ere built of 4.41111.1ete, 1111d
large incinerator was installed to c.
sum.. garliage and
Conditions Imorosed.
Spec1.11 :Menthol tu, 'uu'fl to rit
proofing food storage 1+ i.e. h., •
nil rolti storage. 'rite Itt,,
dealer,li was millat...1 In the
many netithboring 041111111k•Iglii
111 11.141' r.aineat. woro
1111Ie adopted inna.tures reCtuhl
C,,. the protection of the food 1.1..
11111111 they handle. While the mull •.
Is at ill subject to in' nth by r •
frotii surrounding pro' Fly a,. •
thr.owlt int millet hot will Liipme,,,
if food, necessitating rar..ftil
up work. ....edition. 1.111%I. 1.1.1,t1 .•
Itoproted, Mail the III:ill., t is it
Roup May Be Controlled
by Proper Management
Centugi,,us rut I' is very ea ,.t.,
sprend from one bird to :mother
conflict through the feed, it titer :
litter. Itoup 14 enally controlled
proper management and Mateo.,
I /amp, Inannitary, poort ventilate,1
!)(ercrevrited drafty ivanoots ,
duel ve lit its '61 tread. linty VIII 
1,11,14 ih.,u1,1 receive Individual -
mem. Placr the bird In a dr,
ventilated Vince tind give It p •
Occult air and feed. E‘ery
and evening remove till t!,.•
:natter trout the eyes awl •
the bird and dip Its head
11,11 of hIchloride of thenui
'Ill. is made If plao•ing one .
1.1,11l..ride •if mercury tablet
aof wter, Hold the 1.1rd lie,
Immense the bead until the .
covered. kt•PpIng It I hew ft '
OVAL or until it strugglea.
In treating an infected 11.,,k. elkspi.911+
all loot 311.t letrnirn:
them. Isolate nil birds to.IVit1.;
litnirters dry. pro, lie it'll)- ii
VI•11/1 1 /11i..11 W1111.,111. drafta. lltiIlili
an :1 a v..id over,.rowdir.g. l'• • • —
greln blchloride of men •
n gallon of o..,ar In a I..
Minor. !aieN Pr 11.P mom. IllS ii flap
In
•s.
44,/
leue s
- 
,
1, \
r
Your Holiday Baking-
Will be perfection in every respect if you use
n la Iry 9 
Choice 
 " 
AND
SUPL-RBA
SE1 ,F-RISING
Sold by all reliable grocery firms and
Manufactured by
Browder M.E1ing Co.
Nlanufacturers
I 'iirc N% heal Floor, Brn a and Nlixed Feeds.
li-.11:11)(1Chops.
1111:0111111111.111nalleiln
Fill tom. Ky.
III
Different Rations That
Have Got Good Results
Fanners %Ili° have good Walt,, hay
find Mal in rstion mixed trim. :as
poundn ground corn. 21.111 pounds ,1,11111,
21111 pounda wheat bran an.1 Ila
pounds tin. I oilmeal, cottonseed melt
or aoy bean meal gives excellent re
sults.
%Viten clover boy is used In lance in
alfalfa. tile W1111,111 Is Int•reased to l!til
pounds. It tolled hay Is the on!y ki
a wan hflA, he cuts the coin to
PUMAS and ith•reases the oat. •
pounds and the oilmen) to ?Ito
Ti,.' Mille amount of loran.
Is tised.
In a ‘ery few cases where h
gIf tile question to secure itt
titti.,thy bay. the above flit,
in twin! part./
Ii, iry v‘IY11,14q1 lull ft it 11.,
college, found In Ida ext..•:.,
oNer 1..amt farmers mist
results were always obt..Ine.1 1,.n. the
▪ e Iowa
*********************s**-
• Work of Busy Bee
doll. the bloc
hee," tots beett
...oda of times 1,.
dreu and others ,
gle thought as I..
in Olaf
1,1,1)4 111 the
Itoot of 'our
11, iihie
111.• :.W11.1.1N fr1,111 11It•
‘1,,r• and at II., same
11111.• 11,..y perform a ;treat,'
sersIee II earrying the
front one dower to ;tooth,.
Insuring :1 full .01 of fruit
,..tr 'fees ilI,uI certain ..f ..11r
“.41.131rig., 1.11111,
*******•.******
Ph(inc LP) Prompt Delivery
For Particular People Who
Want the Best in
DRY CLEANING
NI)
SA N 117-0A PRESSING
The 0.K. Steam Laundry is prepared to serve you.
We are equipped with the latest and most modern
appliances for doing high-class work. Before press-
ing any garment we thoroughly get the dust out of
the fabric with our vacuum cleaner.
Let us have that Winter Suit NOW to Clean
4,110
,
14(7,1r-• - 
51i01 LAUNDRY
..-11 .J1 OWEN•
• ••• 
1,0PRitTOR
PIPS.° N ES 130
FULTO fltY.
• •
Ii
 •11111.1.11111111111111111111•111M.11
.111mamillIMMIllelamagge
A...., fir
elletve.
